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Raymond Wixson came to Gilford on
July 4, 1976 to begin his work as pastor of
the Gilford Community church. In addition
to ministering to the needs of his
congregation, he very soon became
involved in the community at large.
He was elected to the Gilford School
Board in 1978 where he served for six
years, two as Chairman. He was
instrumental in establishing the Gilford
Youth Services Bureau in 1979.
He was concerned with the lack of senior
housing in the Gilford area and convened a
group of community leaders to begin to address that need. The dream was
realized with the completion of Gilford Village Knolls in 1988.
When the business community organized a Gilford Rotary Club, he became a
founding member, serving as the first secretary of the club and a member of the
Community Service Committee. It was through this committee that he started
the Senior Christmas Dinners, serving as Chair until the present time. These
dinners have continued to grow in popularity. He also was one of the organizers
of the Aaron Francoeur Scholarship dinners which are held each year to honor
the various groups who serve our community.
In 1986, Reverend Wixson was elected to the New Hampshire General Court.
He served only one term in the Legislature because he had another dream,
which he knew would take up much of his time and energy. The town offices
had moved to their new facility and the old Town Hall, next to the church, was
unoccupied. He brought his dream to the church in 1987 and the church voted
to establish a committee of church members and townspeople to study the
possibility of using the building as the starting point for a Community Center.
On October 21, 1990, the new facility was dedicated and today is used, on a
regular basis, by thirty non-church groups in addition to being used by many
community groups for special events and celebrations.
He was a member of the Thompson-Ames Historical Society and served as
President since 1989. In addition to his role as President, he served as convener
of a joint committee with the Gilford Village Historic District which recently
published Gunstock Parish, A History of Gilford . He also served on the Gilford
Community Task Force on Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention.
On July 4, 1996, he celebrated twenty years of service to the Gilford
Community Church and the community. Rev. Wixson' s involvement in town
affairs contributed to the growth and preservation of our community. The
Town of Gilford mourns Rev. Wixson's untimely passing and recognizes his
invaluable contributions and dedication to community members.
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THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
We are pleased to report that 1996 was another year in which the
economy steadily improved, the Town's property tax base expanded
modestly, municipal services continued to be delivered at a level tax rate,
and no significant adverse events impacted our community.
The most rewarding project undertaken by the Selectmen in 1996 was the
expansion/renovation of Central Fire Station. Long recognized as needing
attention in terms of space constraints and physical deterioration, the Fire
Department Building Committee set out to address the long-term needs of
the department in the most cost-effective method possible.
Completed in the Fall, the station expanded from 6,630 to 10,100 square
feet, providing adequate office and meeting space, living quarters and
apparatus bays which enable the Department's emergency equipment to
respond directly onto Cherry Valley Road. The project was completed
under the able leadership of the Central Fire Station Building Committee,
which utilized town staff to design and manage the project. The total cost
of the building, including site work, furnishings. Town Hall entrance
reconstruction and town labor and equiment was $74.36 per square foot.
We commend Conneston Construction Inc. of Gilford for its consciencous
work in delivering the project on time and under budget, and thank
Committee members Greg Dickinson, Chair; Polly Sanfacon, Vice-Chair;
Russ Dumais, Bob Jordan, Dennis Doten, Larry Shapiro and Phil Brouillard
for their guidance and direction.
An equally-rewarding long-term investment in the community's future
was the continuing restoration project at the Benjamin Rowe House. It was
in 1989 when Town Meeting considered an article on the town meeting
warrant submitted by petition to demolish the structure. Voters at that
meeting rejected the idea, which led to a citizen drive to restore the property
to its historic significance. Interior renovations were completed several
years ago and this year's efforts focused upon restoring the original roof
line and configuration of the ell. The Committee has been successful in
raising over $21,000 towards this effort, and need further community
support to fund the $49,000 project. We commend the tireless efforts of the
Rowe House Committee and all volunteers who contributed to the project's
success.
The Police Department was the recipient of a U.S. Department of Justice
COPS Grant which will fund a majority of the costs to hire an additional
police officer for a three-year period.
The Department's initiative in securing additional grant funds for
enhanced technology resulted in police officers spending more time in the
community and less processing reports at the station.
Once again the Town was thankful to receive conservation easements on
tracts of undeveloped land in our community. The Muelke family
graciously donated an easement to the Town which will protect the family
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property located on Belknap Mountain Road for generations to come.
We were successful, in partnership with the Budget Committee,
maintaining the delivery of municipal services at a municipal tax rate
slightly less than the previous year's rate. With the reliance upon property
taxes to fund most government operations, we believe it is imperative that
property assessments accurately reflect values found in the marketplace.
Since 1993, we have established a system whereby all values are reviewed
annually and adjustments made where market data indicates. The end result
of this effort is the establishment of assessed values at or near 100% of fair
market value and affirms that no taxpayer shoulders a disproportionate
share of the tax burden.
Long-range projects continued through 1996. Bear Island Restoration
continues its efforts to finalize financing and restore Kimball Castle into an
inn and restaurant. The Town's Kimball Wildlife Forest Committee
continues to upgrade nature trails around the site, providing yet another
quality recreational experience for residents and visitors alike.
The Lakes Region Cable Television Consortium is nearing completion of
its work in spite of everchanging federal telecommuncations regulations.
We expect to complete negotiations with our current cable provider in 1997
and begin offering Public, Educational and Governmental Access
opportunities shortly thereafter.
We urge all citizens to review the list of town officers published in this
Annual Report and join us in thanking them for their unselfish dedication of
time and energy to maintain all that is important to our community. We
also commend the efforts of our department heads and employees in









The appraisal office is continuing with the Selectmen's policy of 3-
year cycled inspections and changes in assessments where the market
value has changed. This process is paying off in reduced appeals and
abatement applications, and therefore less costs to the Town. Continuing
in this manner will ensure that the Town will never have the need for a
full revaluation and the associated appeals, shifts in tax burdens and
public consternation. Even more importantly, no taxpayer will be
required to pay any more or less than their proper share of the tax burden
each year, as opposed to only when revaluations occur.
The market has stabilized greatly for most all sectors in Gilford with
some property types realizing an increase in market value from the
doldrums of the early 1990's. Market values in some sectors, such as
mobile homes, still seem to be flat however.
There are new faces in the Appraisal Office these days. The
Selectmen have privatized the appraisal staff, retaining Corcoran
Associates to continue the assessment function. Janis Carruth, who has
been a real estate appraiser in the Lakes Region for many years, is filling
the Town Appraiser's position; Clarrisa Holmes, another licensed
appraiser from the Lakes Region, will be a staff appraiser assisting with
inspections and valuations. We are sure that you will find these ladies a
highly professional addition to the staff to help taxpayers with their
concerns.
Unchanged in the Appraisal Office is the tried and true Marilyn Gray,
faithfully performing her duties as always.
While appeals to the Town are down to negligible levels, there is still
much to do. New construction in the Town is continuing apace. The
appraisal staff will be reviewing the islands this coming year to ensure
accuracy in the assessments of these properties. Other sectors will be
reviewed as well.
We would like to thank the taxpayers in the Town who have been
consistently patient and accommodating with our requests for
inspections and information. We would also like to thank the Selectmen







The year of 1996 was a busy election year. On February 20, 1996 we
held a Presidential Primary. For the first time, new residents were
allowed to register and vote on election day. The process worked well
for us and delighted our new residents. On March 12, 1996 we held the
town and school district election, on March 13, 1996 the town meeting,
on September 10, 1996 we held the State Primary election and on
November 5, 1996 we held the state general election and presidential
election. Along with the set up and removal of voting booths, absentee
ballots mailed and received, new voter registrations and people being
taken off the list it was a very busy time. I would like to thank the Dept.
Of Public Works for their work in setting up and cleaning up the election
area and for constructing a new handicapped voting booth on very short
notice. Also I would like to thank all of the election officials for their
hard work and dedication in seeing that the elections went efficiently
and smoothly. They perform this task without complaint and put in a
very long day.
Meanwhile in the Office of the Town Clerk-Tax Collector we have
topped our record number of automobile registrations this year by
registering 8,723 cars, trucks, motorcycles and trailers. We also
completed 7,699 registrations for the State of New Hampshire adding
$19,138.00 in revenue. This is good news for Gilford taxpayers,
because when our number of transactions increase, so does the revenue
to the town. We have increased the number of registered dogs due to a
new law requiring vets to notify the town clerk of rabies vaccinations.
We appreciate the help of the veterinarians and the Gilford Police Dept
in enforcing this new law. All dogs shall be registered, no matter if they
are old, stay in the house, etc. Please be sure that your dog is registered
to avoid the penalties of the new dog law.
During the year we also billed property tax twice (over 12,000 bills),
sewer use assessments four times, capital cost once, village water three
times, Gunstock Acres water once, yield taxes, land use change taxes
and held a tax lien on unpaid 1995 taxes. The many other services
provided by this office add up to a wonderfully busy year. Many thanks
to my staff for making all of the special events mesh with our everyday






DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND LAND USE
1996 can be characterized as a year of steady continuity. This is
reflected in the statistics of departmental activity as well as the evident
regional activity. All land use boards were kept busy and department
staff provided administrative support to assigned projects at levels
somewhat elevated over 1995.
Building construction continues as a steady, slightly upward trend both
in volume and declared value. Development in the commercial and
industrial zones however remains restrained. This is due partly to slow
national trends in relocating existing businesses or establishing new ones.
Developers with venture capital operate in a buyers market, so competition
between municipalities for choice projects is a factor. But part of the
reason for slow commercial and industrial development in Gilford is due to
the poor transportation system connecting the Lakes Region to the rest of
the business world. While electronic information paths are lightning fast,
goods still must move over a road network. Future planning for the Lakes
Region must place first priority to improved road access.
This was also the year for new quarters for the Fire Department.
Responding to the direction from the Selectmen, the Planning
Department developed the initial schematic design for the building,
provided staff support to the Building Committee and supervised the
construction from ground breaking to final punch list. While this was
quite an adventure (and I might say departure from routine tasks), it was
a relief when the job was finally done. It also helps that after the final
accounting, the project was completed on time and under budget. The
many people visiting on Open House day attest to the great interest in this
project and I am confident that the new quarters will serve the Fire
Department well into the future. Credit and appreciation must also be
given to the Department of Public Works, whose contribution saved
substantial site construction cost and whose personnel worked with care
and workmanship rarely found these days.
Another construction project assigned to this department was the
historical restoration of the Rowe House roof. This beautiful, four
chimney cape has not been seen in its elegant, original configuration in
generations. The transformation was dramatic and much credit belongs
to all the volunteers who did a lot of the difficult demolition, Kathy
Francke (whose ghost will someday haunt the place) and Ray Vercoe,
whose unusual dedication to work with care and skill in this unusual
house resulted in a superb restoration of historic archiecture.
Finally, I must mention the work done by the Planning Board and the
Ordinance Revision Subcommittee under the chairmanship of Bruce
Wright, to finally wrestle the sign ordinance to the ground and write a
well thought out, user friendly instrument. This long overdue project
took two years and yielded a high quality result.
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1993 1994 1995 1996
186 237 212 195
106 157 136 180
39 46 50 53
6 12 11 8
5 6 4 3
16 30 28 28
Office Contacts
Telephone calls received
In-person visits at offices
TOTAL CONTACTS
Building Code Administration





Driveway Permits (issued by DPW)
TOTAL PERMITS ^ 358 488 441 467
Total declared value of
construction $3,317,602 7,408,759 7,058,079 7,899,028
Building Inspection Program





TOTAL FffiLD INSPECTIONS 865 1169 1005 969
Planning Board
Barry Shea, Chair
Bruce Wright, Vice Chair
Jerry Gagnon, Secretary





1993 1994 1995 1996
442 528 633 489
62. 21 107 169
61 142 73 100
247 188 145 144
53 100 47 67
1993 1994 1995 1996
Site plans processed 19 34 18 22
Tenancy applications heard 7 4 17 8
Subdivision applications heard 15 12 10 17
TOTAL ALL CASES 41 50 45 47
Zoning Board of Adjustment
William Morrison, Chair







1993 1994 1995 1996
6 4 6 4
8 13 4 10
3 2 2
2








Admin. Decision Appeals granted
Admin. Decision Appeals denied
Admin. Decision Appeals tabled
Rehearing Petition granted
Rehearing Petition denied
TOTAL CASES HEARD 19^ 20 13 19
Historic District Commission
Elizabeth MacDonald, Chair
David Copithorne, Vice Chair
Russell Dumais, Selectmen's Representative
Carolyn Scattergood, Planning Board Representative
Ruth McLaughlin
In 1996, the Historic District Commission reviewed and acted on 7 applications.
Conservation Commission
John Goodhue, Chair








The Commission processed 33 cases and performed numerous site
inspections as required and participated in investigations relative to
protection of prime wetlands and environmentally sensitive lands.
In closing, I offer my appreciation to David Andrade, who as Buiding
Inspector and Code Official has handled his assignments with tact and
diplomacy, Marsha Salmon, who as Administrative Assistant has
attended all the late night sessions of the various Boards and whose
attention to detail is the connective tissue in the fabric of our operations
and finally Carol Welch, who as Secretary and receptionist reinvents the







In this, my ninth Annual Report as the Chief of Police for our
community, I report the following.
Our Grade 5 DARE (Drug Awareness Resistance Education) Program
has entered its eighth year, while our Grade 7 Program enters its second
year. Officer Kevin Keenan has joined Detective Kathleen Yale as a
DARE Instructor.
We continue to provide numerous community programs such as Seat
Belt Safety, Halloween Safety, Crime Watch, Child ID and Bicycle
Safety. New programs in 1996 included Child Safety Day, Fatal Reality,
National Night Out against Crime.
Calls for Service involving youth (age 1 7 and below) have continued
to be significant in numbers. Again in 1996, more than 400 youths were
involved in calls for service.
In other areas of activity decreases are noted in three major areas,
those being: burglary, larceny and criminal mischief.
The department has continued to maintain its comprehensive training
program which allows our agency to provide our community the most
professional police service possible.
In the fall of 1996, the department received acknowledgment of two
grants.
The first being in the amount of $75,000.00 from the U.S. Department
of Justice, which has been designated to enhance community policing. It
will be utilized to add an additional police officer, whose duties will be
split between youth related investigations and general patrol functions.
The second grant in the amount of $1 ,450.00 was awarded by the N.H.
Highway Safety Agency , which provided 50% funding for the purchase
of a radar patrol unit and display board.
Promotions in 1996 saw Sgt. John E. Markland promoted to
Lieutenant, Cpl. James Leach to Sergeant and Officer Christopher
Powell to Field Training Officer.
In closing, on behalf of the Gilford Police Department, I would like to
thank our community for its continued support in 1996. Also, "thank
you" to the other Town Departments, as well as the Administration and
Staff at the Elementary School and Middle High School
Activity Report - December 31, H
1995
Telephone Calls Received (Dispatch) 26271
Outgoing Telephone Calls (Dispatch) 5038














































ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
With another year behind us we are comforted in the knowledge that we
have given our all to making 1996 a banner year. This is my ninth year
serving the community as Director of Public Works. During 1996 many
things were accomplished, many jobs undertaken and many projects
completed.
Solid waste continued to be an active area. Gilford delivered 5,804 tons
of trash to the Pennacook incinerator. This is the largest amount of any
town within the cooperative. Recycling is still fairly active, even though
the selling market is down. Residents continue to believe in the need and
do their part in reducing our total tonnage. The following chart reflects our
past and present activity in this area:
1993 1994 1995 1996
Tons
Aluminum/tin cans recycled 7.11
Newspaper/magazines recycled 72.69
Combined glass recycled 32.50
Total tonnage recycled 1 1 2.30






Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic
Feet Feet Feet Feet
05,000 485,000 550,000 560,000Brush/small wood incinerated
While we're on the subject of recycling, the waste oil heater in the
highway garage has worked out extremely well. This past year we
collected in excess of 1,500 gallons of used waste oil. Using this oil for
supplementing our heating needs has reduced our dependency on domestic
oil, thus saving money.
Again this year the highway department used a reprocessed asphalt
product to pave additional gravel roads, most being in Gunstock Acres.
While we convert our gravel roads to asphalt we need to be sure and
balance our rural charm with our aggressive paving schedule. Perhaps
some "country lanes" scattered throughout isn't such a bad thing.
Highway personnel managed another 5 miles of paved roadway by
ditching, shimming with asphalt and chip sealing. This continues to be a
very cost effective method of road maintenance for the town. Perhaps our
biggest task this past yea was the relocation of the main entrance to the
town hall complex. This was necessary due to the expansion of the fire-
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rescue building. The crew pulled together and created a very safe and
efficient entrance. The men are to be complimented on the fine job that
they accomplished as well as the financial savings to the town. We were
also pleased to be able to assist with the exterior development of the fire-
rescue building. This is a nice compliment to the town hall complex and
should serve the community well for many years.
The remainder of Public Works was kept busy also this past year. This
was one of those years when perambulation was performed on our town
lines. This act of verifying our common boundaries with adjourning
communities is a ritual that spans many centuries. This past year we
performed this task with Belmont and Laconia. Next year with be with
Gilmanton and Alton.
I
In the building and grounds portion, the exterior maintenance to the town
hall was a large task but came out very well. This will greatly reduce our
maintenance requirements to the outside of the building. The Selectmen
should be complimented on the overall appearance of the town hall. This
is a large building that requires management of many incremental parts.
The sewer, administration, vehicle maintenance departments all were
kept busy. We undertook to do an in-house rebuild of our oldest and largest
highway truck, T-1. Being of 1976 vintage, we found it to be more cost
effective to strip and rebuild this unit than it was to trade it in. We believe
we saved over half the cost of replacing this truck by electing to rebuild
and enhance it in-house. Public works personnel continually seek to find
innovative and cost effective methods of keeping our costs down and for
that I thank them.
Our annual activity report is as follows:
1993 1994 1995 1996




Request for Action forms processed 119
Remembering last report we spoke about our new "Tannery Hill
Covered Bridge" and how we hoped it would be well used. Well, I can tell
you that it is indeed well used and visited. People come from far and wide
to visit this local landmark. While working around the area it is not
uncommon to see visitors to the area, picnicking, taking pictures or just
standing and looking out over the river and its stonework. The Rotary did
well.
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Tons Tons Tons Tons
30 28 52 40
5 30 12 10
20 16 15 9
26 32 36 44
148 185 199
In closing, a thank you goes out to all the departments, commissions,
committees and agencies that helped make this year rewarding for us. If
anyone should have questions or would like to find our more about our
operation I invite you stop by and we would be glad to explain more about
our routine. Our business hours are Monday through Friday, 8:00 to 4:30
and the highway department works 7:00 to 3:30, except for snowstorms.
Thank you for your support and have a very prosperous new year.
Respectfully submitted,
Sheldon C. Morgan




1996 was a year full of activity and changes. The construction of a
new fire station was obviously the highlight of the year for this
department. Gilford Fire-Rescue would Uke to thank you, the tax payers
and citizens of Gilford, for your support of your fire department and the
building project.
Town Meeting of 1996 gave the green light to the construction of a
new fire station based on the planning and funding process that had been
developed during 1995. As the construction process began a new
dimension of life took place for the Gilford Fire - Rescue Department.
A major relocation of the department's base of operation to a temporary
facility at the Laconia Airport was the first step. Then the demolition of
the old station began and was followed by the necessary site work to
prepare for the construction of the new facility. The new building then
began to evolve and grow, and grow it did. The new station is large
enough to house all of the department's equipment, personnel and
various operations under one roof. This has made a great difference in
ease of operation, efficiency in providing service and morale. On
September 25, 1996 the new station was occupied for service and the
facility at the airport was closed down.
An Open House and Ribbon Cutting Ceremony was held on
December 14, 1996 to commemorate the construction of this new
building and to thank those involved in the process. We would once




Fire Station Building Committee
Staff Technical Support Committee
Gilford Highway Department
Conneston Construction
Despite working out of a temporary facility, the department tried very
hard to continue the delivery of high quality service in all areas.
Emergency responses for the year increased slightly over 1995 and
several of these were very tragic incidents. The fire prevention
programs, in terms of inspection and public education, continued to
function well this past year.
We would like to encourage each citizen in Gilford to continue to
learn about and practice good fire safety habits all year long. Please feel
free to call or stop by the fire station if you ever have a question or need
23
information about fire safety.




Mutual Aid To Other Towns (Fires) 51
Hazardous Conditions Found 56
Miscellaneous Fires Incidents 22
Total Fire Incidents 196
System Malfunctions 48
Malicious False Alarms
Unintentional Alarm Activations 48
Miscellaneous Alarm Activations 17
Total Alarm Activations 113
Medical Emergencies 434
Motor Vehicle Accidents 75
Mutual Aid to Other Towns (Medical) 68
Miscellaneous Rescues 9
Total Medical Emergencies 586
Service Calls 120
Miscellaneous Emergencies 43
TOTAL RESPONSES 1 ,058
We would like to thank all of the other town departments and








Board of Fire Engineers
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest
Ranger, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a
permit is required before doing any open burning. Violations of RSA
227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of
New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000
and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression
costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N.H. Division of
Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are
available to assist communities with forest fire suppression, prevention
and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and
timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or
timber harvest laws please call our office at 271-2217.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols
and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from
citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments.
1996 Fire Statistics
(Cost Shared )
Fires Reported by County Causes of Fires Reported
Belknap 06 Smoking 05
Carroll 07 Debris Burning 34
Cheshire 13 Campfire 16
Coos 10 Power Line 04
Grafton 12 Railroad 02
Hillsborough 19 Equipment Use 01
Merrimack 14 Lightning 02
Rockingham 15 Children 22
Strafford 05 OHRV 01
Sullivan 06 Miscellaneous 20
TOTAL FIRES 107
"REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!'
Lee A. Gardner Michael O. Mooney
Forest Ranger Forest Fire Warden
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REPORT OF THE
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
On behalf of the Parks and Recreation Department, we are pleased to
present you with the following information which outlines our activity
during 1996. As you can hopefully see from the report, we are
continuing with our commitment to providing recreation areas, facilities,
programs,and leisure services to the people of Gilford.
As for our youth programs in 1996, our fall soccer program consisted
of 14 teams withl71 boys and girls in grades 2-5 participating. Fifteen
teams with 152 children in grades 3 - 6competed in our youth basketball
program. In March, we again sponsored the Third Annual Aaron T.
Francoeur Memorial Basketball Tournament. Twelve area teams
competed, with the proceeds going to scholarship money for GMHS
graduating seniors. In July, the North American Soccer Camp program
was again brought to Gilford, and 83 children benefited from the week-
long camp. A new offering, held in June, was the Gilford Soccer
School, directed by Kevin Shaw and Eric Stinson. Fifty-four kids in
grades 6-12 took part in the camp. For a fifth summer, our youth
basketball camp proved to be very popular. Under the direction of
Plymouth State College.
Men's Basketball Coach Paul Hogan, approximately 105 children in
grades 2-8 got some very special instruction with their hoop playing.
The after-school sports program for 4th and 5th graders saw an increase
in participation, with the kids enjoying four sessions/activities
throughout the school year. Twenty-nine children ventured out into the
snow in our cross-country skip program, offered in cooperation with
Gunstock. Fifty-four boys and girls experienced skiing under the lights
at Gunstock in our 5-week downhill ski program. Approximately 90
children created some great "masterpieces" in our arts and crafts
program at Gilford Beach. Our popular swim lesson program saw 360
kids hit the water in the course of the six weeks. Instructors Peter Fagan
and Chas Dewing worked with 21 children ages 7 - 13 in our summer
youth tennis lesson program. Spanish was introduced to 17 kids in our
after-school foreign language program and to 10 more children during
our week-long summer camp program. Another new addition was a
two-day Sciensational Workshop offered to youth ages 6-12. Forty-
five kids got the opportunity to work with chemicals, microscopes,
rocks, and minerals during the course of the workshop held in August.
As for adult programs, the coed adult volleyball on Tuesday evenings
continued to be popular. During July and August, we offered a coed
over 30 softball league. In spite of busy summer schedules, we had 6
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teams with approximately 75 adults participate. The Gilford Pairs and
Spares, the senior adult group, continued to be active throughout the
year, meeting regularly twice each month. Among the group's activities
in 1996 were a trip to Wolfeboro with a boat ride on the "Judge Sewell,"
a trip to Polly's Pancake Parlor in Sugar Hill and to the Robert Frost
Museum in Franconia, a cookout at Gilford Beach, lunch at Steele Hill
Resort, a Halloween party, a Christmas party, various activities
sponsored by the GMHS Interact Club, and a few outdoor
meetings/lunches at the home of Milo Bacon. New members are always
welcome and are encouraged to join the group.
Many special events and activities were sponsored throughout the
year. At the Easter Celebration, approximately 150 children came to see
the Easter Bunny and to be entertained with the Dr. Bubbles Show.
Approximately 250 costumed characters attended the popular Halloween
Party, enjoying a variety of games and activities. The Vacation Fun
Days, co-sponsored with the Laconia Parks and Recreation Department,
were well attended during the February and April school vacation
weeks. Activities included bowling and games at Funspot, roller
skating, and swimming. The Bicycle Safety Rodeo in June, co-
sponsored with the Police Department, saw approximately 50 children
come out to get their bikes inspected and licensed and to participate in a
bicycle skills test.
The 1996 summer season at Gilford Beach was a safe one. The
weather in June and July could have been better and the sewer break
over the 4th of July certainly put a damper on things, but overall it was a
good season. The lifeguards/swim instructors, gatekeepers, and
maintenance personnel performed their duties in a professional manner
throughout the summer. As always, the Water Carnival was a great way
to close out the summer's beach activities. Thanks to the Vamey Point
Association for another donation to the Gilford Beach program. With
the donation, we were able to purchase some swim noodles and pull
buoys for our swim lesson program and an infant swing which will be
installed for the 1997 summer season.
The maintenance and upkeep of our facilities continues to present
many interesting challenges for us. The Village Field, Stonewall Park,
and Lincoln Park all continue to experience very heavy use - and with
that, unfortunately, some vandalism. The eventual reconstruction of the
four tennis courts and the basketball court at the Village Field is still a
high priority project. Some minor repairs and cosmetic work was done
to the courts in 1996, but reconstruction is still our goal. Also, while the
exploration of the possible construction of a bike/walking path
connecting the Village area to Gilford Beach was unavoidably stalled for
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a while, we anticipate making some solid progress during 1997. It is a
tremendous undertaking, but we are anxious to get the ball rolling, and
we hope for strong community support.
The Arthur A. Tilton Gilford Ice Rink experienced a very tough
season during 1996. While there was plenty of snow, the fluctuating
extremes in temperature often resulted in very poor ice conditions, and
on two occasions, total loss of the ice surface altogether. The rink
opened for the season on December 29 and closed on February 18.
Revenues from the supervised skating/hockey rental dipped
tremendously to a total of $1,529.00 for the entire season. We hope for
more steady cold weather for the 1997 skating season.
We once again sponsored the series of summer concerts at the Village
Field by our very own Gilford Community Band. We thank them for
providing us with such great summertime entertainment!
At this time we would like to thank Tom Kokx for his years of service
on the Parks and Recreation Commission. Due to other commitments,
Tom resigned from his position this year after serving on the
Commission since 1990. Thanks for all your help, Tom - we miss you!
We welcome your comments and suggestions regarding programs,
activities, and facilities. The Parks and Recreation Commission meets
monthly at Town Hall, and the meetings are open to the public. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the volunteers who
gave so generously of their time, talents and energies to help us during
1996. Also, thanks to many of the local businesses for their assistance in
sponsoring activities and making donations to many of our programs.
In closing, special thanks to the schools and the other Town
Departments for all their help and cooperation throughout the year. It
has been a pleasure serving the people of Gilford in 1996, we thank you
for your continuing support of our efforts, and we look forward to the
challenges that 1997 holds in store for us.
Respectfully submitted.
Sue King
Parks and Recreation Director







REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
GILFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
"According to a recent USNews/CNN poll, 67% of American adults
visited a library last year, 80% to borrow books, 64% to use reference
materials, 50% to read newspapers and magazines, and 35% to check out
films and tapes. More than half - 56% - used computers to locate
information." If you add children's services to these statistics, you will
see that libraries are alive and well in America. These statistics are
borne out in our own community. We have 4187 members - an
impressive figure in a town whose population is just under 6000. A
library is prehaps the one provision of local governments that has
something to offer for everyone - all ages and all interests. We take
pride in the valuable service we render to our community.
The USNews/CNN poll also points up the increasingly important part
computers are playing in today's libraries. It is obvious that this
importance will only increase as more and more information becomes
available on CD-ROMS and via the Internet. As the Trustees point out,
we are making plans to adapt to this rapidly changing world of
information technology. Our long-range plans call for fiber-optic cable
connections to the GES and GMHS, allowing students access to data-
bases from site-to-site. Coming also will be access to the other town
offices. We hope also to provide Internet access to our patrons in the
near future.
Because of the increased demand for audio books, the library has
begun a leasing program with Landmark Audio. This provides about 75
new titles each year on a rotating basis.
The annual report provides an excellent means of publically
acknowledging our gratitude to our volunteers and donors. To Shirley
Greenwood, for keeping our display cases filled with interesting exhibits
- and to those of you whose work and collections are on display. Thanks
to Jeanne Davis and Mary Carter for their expertise in cataloging and
processing our NH collection. And a special thanks to Dr. and Mrs.
Douglas Scott for their exceptioal support of Children's services. We
must also acknowledge, with sincere thanks, all the dedicated members
of the Friends of The Gilford Public Library, who have given so many
hours of service in 1996.
Diane Mitton and Staff
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LIBRARY STATISTICS






NH collection (uncataloged) est. 897
Professioal 45
CD ROMs 12
Total number of items in collection
TOTAL
27,984
CIRCULATION RECORDS FOR 1996



































LIBRARY RECORDS FOR NON-APPROPRIATED FUNDS
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1995 $4,573.39




Receipts from Interest 137.18
Receipts from copier 1210.15
Receipts from miscellaneous 662. 1
3
Receipts from NH Humanities Council 1040.00
Receipts from children's Activities (book
fair. Tee-shirts and donations) 1530.55
Receipts from Trust Funds
'
340.00
Transferred from Lucile Allen Mem. Funds 2030.70
1996 Income 9472.85
TOTAL INCOME FOR 1996 $14,046.24
Less book purchases 969.24
Less AV purchases 1 1 89.23
Less gift purchases (books, shelving, etc.) 1658.72
Less Remick Fund purchases 194.00
Less Smith Fund purchases 93.50
Less NHLTA dues 40.00
Less NH Humanities Council expenses 1113.28
Less computer expenses 867. 1
8
Less children's book fair expenses 87 1 .30
Less miscellaneous expenses 1234.42
Less children's programs/supplies 705.14
Less Christa McAuliffe Planetatium pass 1 50.00
1996 expenses 9086.10
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 3 1 , 1 996 $4,960.23
HELEN HOWE MEMORIAL FUNDS $5,978.92
LUCILE ALLEN MEMORIAL FUNDS $16,816.00
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
THE GILFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Library Board of Trustees acknowledges with appreciation the
services of out-going Board member, Mina Ayers, and to welcome new
member, Barbara Harris.
One of the main focuses of the Trustees is to help the Library cross the
"bridge to the twenty-first century". We have moved in that direction
by automating the circulation and catalog system. This system has been
up and running well for several years. In addition, public access CD-
ROM programs are getting much use from both the adults and the
children of the community. We are currently working on long-range
plans for further technology implementation. Some staff members have
attended workshops on data-base searching, Windows, and the Internet.
As those of you who use the library regularly know, shelving space
continues to be a concern. The staff is continuously "weeding" the
collection in order to create space for new materials. In the Librarian's
report, you will note that while circulations continues to increase, the
number of items owned must stay relatively stable. In time, the well-
used Reading Room will have to be utilized as stacks.
The recently reorganized Friends of The Gilford Library continues to
respond to our needs. The Trustees and the staff would like to thank the







TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
The Trustees of Trust Fund are responsible for the investment and
disbursement of Cemetery Trust Funds, Capital Reserve Funds and
various small Trust funds. Disbursements from the Capital Reserve
Fund can be made only as a result of a Town Meeting vote.
The Revised Statutes permit the Trustees to combine the Cemetery
Trust Funds for the purpose of investment. The interest is applied to the
various individual trusts. Only newly-created trust funds and additions
to existing trusts are listed in the Annual Report. The status of a specific
trust fund may be checked at any time by contacting the Trustees.
Capital Reserve Funds are invested in separate funds according to the
purpose for which the reserve was established. Miscellaneous trusts are
handled in the same manner as the Cemetery Trust Funds.
The costs associated with maintaining cemetery lots are taken from
the accrued investment interest, thus assuring that future funds will be
available to keep the cemeteries in good condition.
The Trustees have continued the ongoing policy of inspecting and
photographing the abandoned cemeteries within the Town.
Any suggestions or recommendations regarding the beautification of
these areas will be appreciated.





THE OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
During the 1996, 29 single folks and 80 families, representing another
239 persons were directly assisted by financial relief, counseling, or
information and referral services. Hardship and problems this year have
included family discord, illnesses, folks just moving through town, and a
large number of unemployed families, many of whom have never before
had to seek assistance.
Most of these folks, have also received State-Federal Welfare
Assistance in the form of checks medicaid, food stamps and social
services (524-4485). Federal Supplemental Security Income checks also
help some persons with handicaps and others in low income families
(224-1938). the Julia Ladd Fund "for the worthy poor" is administered
by the Trustees of the Trust Funds. An excellent resource list of helping
agencies is found on pages 47-50 of our 1996 NYNEX telephone
directory.
There is an Energy Assistance Program at the Belknap County
Community Action Center where money is still available (524-5512). It
also maintains a Food Pantry for emergencies. The St. Vincent de Paul
Society also operates a food pantry along with its thrift store on Union
Avenue (524-1834).
The Model Welfare Guideline, updated 1992 Edition, of the New
Hampshire Municipal Association is the example for our own Gilford
Welfare Guidelines earlier adopted by the Selectmen. These, used with
understanding and discretion, best express our concern of "helping
neighbors to help themselves."
Again, for any questions, or for a neighbor who might need assistance,
please get in touch through the Town Office (524-7438) or at home
(293-4990). Let us all continue to share our blessings throughout this
year.
Thank you




GILFORD OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE
Saturday, August 24, 1996 - what else could it be but Gilford Old
Home Day! The theme for this year's celebration was "VOLUNTEERS
- THE SPIRIT OF GILFORD," saluting all the fine individuals who
donate so much of their time, talents, and energy to help improve our
community in many, many ways. The Parade Grand Marshals were
Bette and Mendon MacDonald, whose commitment to volunteerism is
simply a way of life. For another year, the weather was fine, and the
traditional pancake breakfast and parade kicked off the day's festivities.
Many of the parade participants commented on how unbelievable the
excitement of the crowd was as the parade turned the corner onto
Belknap Mountain Road! As always, by noontime, there was plenty of
action at the Library, the Community Church, the Thompson-Ames
Historical Society, the Rowe House, and the Village Field. The
Frustration Hill Jazz Band entertained from the bandstand while the
crowd checked out all the food, craft, and game booths. The games and
field events, the pie eating contest (with blueberry pies!), and the egg
toss kept both parents and children busy throughout the afternoon. A
delightful performance by Michael Zerphy, a demonstration by the
Andover One Wheelers unicycle group, and the 19th Annual Piche's
Road Race highlighted the afternoon's events. As the crowd returned to
the field for the evening's activities, they were entertained with a
performance by the Basic Black 96 Children's Summer Theater
Program. The cast of GES students did a summer musical review
entitled "Camp Geronimo." As their performance ended, four
parachutists from Sky Dive Lebanon landed upon the field. While a
couple of them "overshot" their target on the field, the crowd was still
thrilled and amazed with their landing! Our own Gilford Community
Band once again outdid themselves with a great evening concert, played
from our "slightly expanded" bandstand created by Band Manager Don
Chesebrough. At 9:00 PM, the sky over the field lit up with one of our
biggest and best fireworks displays ever! Then, keeping with tradition,
Warren Bailey helped us to conclude the 77th Annual Old Home Day
with a dance for young and old alike. All in all, it was a long but fun-
filled and memorable day
!
We wish to extend a sincere and heartfelt thank you to all who helped
to make this very special annual event possible. Plans are already
underway for the 1997 celebration, scheduled for Saturday, August 23,
1997. If you would like to be on the Committee or to volunteer in any
way, please call the Parks and Recreation Department Office at 524-
7438. Ideas and suggestions are also welcome. Don't forget to marl
your summer calendars for August 23rd!
Respectfully submitted,
Gilford Old Home Day Committee
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REPORT OF THE
TASK FORCE ON DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION
The Gilford Task Force on Drug/Alcohol Abuse prevention was
organized in 1989 to address the issues of drugs and alcohol in our
community.
The Task Force is comprised of town officials, the Gilford Police
Department, community leaders, educators parents, students,
representatives of area social service agencies, and members of the
general public.
The mission of the Task Force is to unify community agencies and
professional resources to provide community based, early prevention
programs, and intervene for individuals at risk.
During 1996, the Task Force held a very successful program called
FATAL REALITY which involved an accident re-enactment scene off
Belknap Mountain Road near Gilford Middle High School. The program
was presented to heighten awareness of the effects of drinking and
driving. Agencies that participated in the program were Gilford Police
Department, Gilford Fire Department, Emergency Nurse's Association,
Wilkinson Beane, Reed's AutoWrecking, Laconia Evening Citizen, Youth
Services Bureau, Gilford Rotary, N.H. Highway Safety Agency, the
Green Couch Acting Troupe, and Students Against Drunk Driving.
Actors and actresses were students from S.A.D.D. and the Green Couch
Acting Troupe. Re-enactment of the hospital scene and the courtroom
drama were presented on the high school stage.
The Task Force, in cooperation with the Gilford Parent Teachers
Association, endorses "Safe Homes", a pledge by parents to provide a
safe home, free from alcohol and drugs. Included here is a pledge form.
Please join in our efforts to maintain a drug-free community by
participating in "Safe Homes". The pledge form may be returned to the
Gilford Elementary School, Gilford Middle High School, or the
Selectmen's Office.
If you are interested in working with the Task Force, please contact the






I PLEDGE to provide a safe home...
• I will not allow parties or gatherings in my home when I'm not there.
• I will not serve, nor will I allow youth under the legal drinking age to
consume alcohol in my home or on my property.
• I will not allow the use of illegal drugs in my home or on my
property.
• I agree to have my name appear on a Safe Homes list for distribution




Children's grade levels Date
Signature
Return this form to:





The Land Conservation Task Force was authorized by the Gilford
Town Meeting and charged by the Board of Selectmen to inventory and
identify areas of the community which, by preservation, would maintain
Gilford's rural character and scenic beauty, while simultaneously
protecting our natural resources.
During the last few years, many acres have been preserved in Gilford
through the NH Land Conservation Program and the generous donation
of conservation easements from local residents.
With the donation of conservation easements by the Gary Allen
family, the Parkman Howe family, the Weeks Woods in memory of
Robert Weeks, and Arthur Tilton, the land stretching from the Laconia
Airport to the Gilford Town Hall has been preserved from development.
Also, in 1995 John Rogers and the Daniel B. Rogers trust made a
donation of a conservation easement on nearly seventy acres of land on
Hoyt Road. These families are to be commended for their generosity and
for preserving the land for years to come. On behalf of the citizens of
Gilford, we express our thanks to them.
In 1996, the John Muehkle family granted a conservation easement on
a portion of the tract of land known as the Muehkle Farm. The property
is located on Belknap Mountain Road and the western slopes of
Gunstock Mountain in the Belknap Mountain Range. The land adjoins a
large area of publicly protected land and rises to an elevation of 2200'.
The Muehlke property is also the site of the second skiing rope tow in
the United States. The significant conservation and historical values of
the property make this easement valuable to the Town of Gilford in
preserving our heritage. The Town expresses its thanks to the Muehlke
family for their generous donation of this conservation easement.
Please contact the Task Force or the Gilford Board of Selectmen to
discuss the advantages in the donation of land for conservation purposes.
Respectfully submitted,







THE BENJAMIN ROWE HOUSE
Confirmation of estimated funds for the final roof projects at town
meeting enabled the committee to secure the services of Ray Vercoe,
who completed the roof and ell restoration by Old Home Day. The total
cost of construction was $ 48,704.
Committee members and numerous volunteers worked on
preliminary preparation for the roof project by gutting the dormer areas
and removing all the insulation, and then organized and worked at a food
booth during Motorcycle Week at the Weirs Beach Lobster Pound.
Gerna Magnussen solicited funds from area businesses for the
replacement windows; and Faith Rupert, Matthew McGonagle, and Scott
Piddington brought Shakespeare to Gilford once again, with a wonderful
production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream", which was truly a
community effort. Old Home Day activities included the debut of
Esmeralda, the highly popular Gypsy Fortune Teller; house tours; funky
fotos; Kathy Salanitro's oxen; and the famous Phil and Gary's chili and
baked beans, served by Ray Vercoe. It was another memorable Old
Home Day for the committee and Rowe House friends.
Negotiations continue with the Oliva J. Huot Vocational Center for the
reconstruction of the west porch. Fainting, interior work, and window
replacement work week-ends are planned for spring; then the Committee












KIMBALL WILDLIFE FOREST COMMITTEE
The Kimball Wildlife Forest Committee was established by the Board
of Selectmen in May, 1990, with a charge to address the "remaining
land" at Kimball Castle, which includes all the land of the Kimball
Castle property, excluding 20 acres surrounding the Castle.
In 1991, the Committee, with the assistance of Sumner Dole
(technical advisor form the UNH Cooperative Extension), the Shock
Incarceration Unit, and the Gilford Department of Public Works
completed two miles of trails on the property.
The trails were formally opened to the public in the Spring of 1992.
The trail system starts approximately 100 feet from the entrance to the
parking area off Route 1 1 . The trail is marked by blue rectangles with
interpretive stations indicated by numbers. It is estimated that nearly 600
hikers a week make the trek to the top of Lockes Hill during the summer.
Schools in the area make use of the trails for science and ecological
studies, as well as the study of local history. Trail guides may be
obtained from the Selectmen's office, Gilford Public Library, or at the
site.
In 1996, projects included trail improvements and additional signs. A
timber harvest was conducted on the westerly side of Kimball Castle
with additional trail development planned in 1997. With the assistance of
Gary Allen, the Committee intends to pursue the development of cross
country trails on the site.
Anyone interested in working with the Kimball Wildlife Forest













Town of Gilford, New Hampshire
Annual Town Meeting
March 12, 1996
The polling place was readied with instructions in the booths. Three
copies of sample ballots, instructions, copies of the town warrant and a
list of absentee ballots were posted.
Inspectors of Elections Georgetta Wixson, Karen Bianco, Rita Poire
and Faith Devine were present. Wayne Snow was sworn as assistant
moderator and Rita Poire, Faith Devine and Allan Whitney were sworn
as Inspectors of Elections for the day. When Rita Poire left at noon,
Shirley Snow served in her capacity as Inspector of Election.
The Optech voting machine had been previously tested by Town
Clerk, Debra Eastman and Wayne Snow and shown to be in working
order. The Optech was placed on the ballot box and a zero tape run. The
ballot box was shown to be empty.
At 8 a.m. the Moderator, Peter Millham called the meeting to order.
He read the town warrant as follows: "To the inhabitants of the Town of
Gilford in the County of Belknap in the said State, qualified to vote in
Town affairs:"
He was interrupted by Wayne Snow who made a motion that articles
one and two and three be acted upon at this time and then the town
meeting be recessed and reconvened on Wednesday, March 13, 1996 at 7
p.m. at the Gilford Middle High School for action upon the remainder of
the articles in the warrant. It was seconded. The Moderator declared the
motion carried. He declared that the polls were open for voting. He
further announced that there had been a protest petition filed on Article
2, amendment 2 and it had then been withdrawn. He further announced
that article 2, amendment 3 question on the ballot states that the planning
board does not approve of the change. He stated that the Planning Board
has reversed their position on this since the printing of the ballots and
that they now approve of the change. The polls were opened for voting.
At 2 p. m. Assistant Moderator Wayne Snow and Moderator Peter
Millham processed the absentee ballots. A red "AV" was marked in the
checklist beside the name of the voter to indicate they had already voted
absentee. There were 36 absentee ballots and the moderator gave a
receipt for same to town clerk, Debra Eastman.
There were 5,259 names on the checklist. There were 929 ballots cast
or a 18% vote. The results were as follows:
SELECTMEN: (Three Year Term)
Phil Are! 674 Votes (Elected)
Joseph F. Hoffman 21 1 Votes
ite-Ins:









Debra E. Eastman 829 Votes (Elected)
Write-ins
:





Peter V. Millham 819 Votes (Elected)
TREASURER
(One Year Term) Write-ins:
Gregory M. Dicikinson Kitchen (2) Votes
831 Votes (Elected) Richard Campbell (l)Vote
Write-ins
:
Greg Dickinson ( 1 ) Vote
John Goodhue (l)Vote Joe Hoffman (l)Vote
Mendon McDonald (1) Vote
OVERSEER OF WELFARE Gary Shannon ( 1 ) Vote
(One Year Term) Ken Wilson (l)Vote
William M. Connelly 778 Votes
(Elected) SUPERVISOR OF CHECKLIST




































TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
(Three Year Term)









James C. Annis 685 Votes (Elected)
Elaine Gagnon 680 Votes (Elected)
















Frank Neil ;i)Vote Gail Tapley (l)Vote
Kathy Fagan 'l)Vote Jim Burke (l)Vote
Ed Dervas l)Vote Dan Stan- (l)Vote
David Austin l)Vote Jerry Gagnon (l)Vote
Sue Greene 1) Vote Don Martin (l)Vote
Jack Lacombe l)Vote ,,
—
Sheldon Morgan ,l)Vote
Amendment #1. Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town's Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Articles 3. 4 and 6.18 to redefine the term "motel", limit "motels" to
"transient occupants", define that term, eliminate former easement provisions
and eliminate separate density requirements so that the density for motels will be
controlled only by associated parking and lot coverage requirements
.
Yes 533 No 250
Amendment #2. Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town's Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 6.13 to eliminate the mobile home park exclusion from the
provision allowing conversion to the condominium form of ownership.
Yes 276 No 586
Amendment #3. Are you in favor of the adoption of the amendment to the
Town's Zoning Map proposed by petition, as follows :
Amend the Zoning Map to change certain parcels of land located between
Route IIB and the Laconia Airport from their present designation as part of the
Industrial (I) District to designation as part of the Resort/Commercial (R/C)
District. The Planning Board does not approve of this change.
Yes 654 No 230
Amendment #4. Are you in favor of the adoption of the amendment as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Historic District Regulations as follows:
Amend Article 14.4.2 of the Historic District Regulations to eliminate the
present limitation on the number of successive terms that a member of the
commission may serve.
Yes 504 No 339
ARTICLE 3. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35, IV for an optional
tax credit on the taxes due on residential property for a service-connected total
disability? The optional disability tax credit is $1,400, rather than $700. (By
petition)
YES 643 No 166
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SCHOOL BOARD (Three Year Term)







John S. Kitchen 76 1 Votes (Elected)
SCHOOL CLERK
(One Year Term)








Write-ins: (One Year Term)






YES 525 NO 351
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot





Town of Gilford, New Hampshire
Recessed Town Meeting
March 13, 1996
The recessed town meeting was called to order with Moderator Peter
V. Millham in the chair at 7 p.m. Seated on the stage were Selectmen
Russ Dumais, Pat Labonte and Robert Jordan and Town Administrator,
Dave Caron. On the other side of the stage were Budget Committee
Chairman, Larry Shapiro and Town Clerk-Tax Collector, Debra
Eastman.
Selectman, Robert Jordan led those present in the Pledge of
Allegiance. Mr. Jordan asked the members of the Gilford Rotary Club
who were present at the meeting to come up on stage. He read the
dedication information on the bridge and thanked them for all their hard
work and effort in building the beautiful covered bridge. The Moderator,
Peter Millham spoke about community service and congratulated
everyone on their participation.
Moderator, Peter Millham then laid the ground rules for the conduct of
the meeting. He stated that the meeting is not run by Roberts Rules, but
by Millham's rules. He intends them to be the rules of reason and
fairness. He explained that the majority of the voters present can
overrule him and he would not be offended. He asked that the voters do
not deal in personalities. He stated that he would not allow amendments
to amendments. Any amendment will be dealt with and voted on before
another amendment is accepted. He stated that he will first give
everyone wanting to speak a chance before someone gets to speak a
second time. That being understood, he read the results of voting on
March 12, 1996.
Peter Millham explained that article 5 and 6 are petitioned articles and
will be voted on by secret ballot at the request of the petitioners. He
suggested that he would not entertain a motion to table them as they
should be voted on by ballot to receive sufficient action. He suggested
that both articles be discussed and then balloting be done on both articles
at once. A motion was made from the floor to do that and it was
seconded. There was no discussion and the moderator called for the
vote. It was in the affirmative and the moderator declared the motion
carried.
Article 4. The moderator read article 4 as follows: Article 16 in the
Annual Report for year ending December 31, 1993 and approved at the
Town meeting on March 1994 must be rescinded in its entirety. It reads
as follows:
Article 16. To set if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
dispose of real estate acquired by the town by tax collector's deed.
Such conveyance shall be by deed following a public auction, or the
property may be sold by advertised seal bid, or may be otherwise
disposed of as Justice may require which shall include, but not limited
to, the conveyance of the property to the former owner or mortgagee
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upon such terms as the Selectmen deem just. The authority granted to
the Selectmen shall continue indefinitely, until rescinded by a further
vote of town meeting. By Selectmen.
Article 1 6 should be repealed and the Town of Gilford reinstate the
State RSA 80:80 I - Transfer of Tax Lien. "No transfer of a tax lien upon
real estate acquired by a town or city as a result of the execution of the
real estate tax lien by the tax collector for nonpayment of taxes thereon
shall be made to any person by the municipality during the 2-year period
allowed for redemption, nor shall title to any real estate taken by the
town or city in default of redemption be conveyed to any person unless
the town, by majority vote at the annual meeting, or city council by
vote, shall authorize the selectmen or the mayor to transfer such lien or
to convey such property by deed."
(By petition of Joseph Hoffman and others.)
The Moderator asked if petitioner, Joseph Hoffman, would like to
make the motion on this article. Joseph Hoffman moved article 4. It was
seconded.
Mr. Hoffman spoke in favor of article 4 and about articles that have
appeared in the Laconia Citizen, his opinion about the sale of the
Glendale Fire Station and the auction of property by the Board of
Selectmen in the past.
Selectman, Bob Jordan spoke against the article and stated that he felt
passage would limit the ability of the Selectmen to dispose of tax deeded
property.
John Goodhue stated that his family has never lost property to tax deed
and that in 1956 his family deeded the land for the Glendale Fire Station
to the Town of Gilford. He stated the building was built with volunteer
labor.
Mr. Hoffman disputed the truth of Mr. Goodhue's statement and
referred to something recorded at the Belknap County Registry of
Deeds.
Wayne Snow stated that he would support John Goodhue's statement
that the Glendale Fire Station property was donated to the town and the
building was built with volunteer labor.
There being no further discussion, the moderator called for the vote. It
was in the negative and the moderator declared the article defeated.
Article 5. The moderator read article 5 as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to have the members of the Planning Board, Zoning
Board and Conservation Commission members be elected by ballot as
prescribed by law (RSA 669: 1 7 V) rather than appointed by the Board of
Selectmen. We request this article be voted on by secret ballot. (By
petition of Joseph Hoffman and others.)"
The Moderator asked Mr. Hoffman if he wanted to move article 5. Mr.
Hoffman moved article 5. It was seconded.
Patricia Clifford quoted the statute that states that the Conservation
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Commission must be appointed and stated that the law does not allow
for them to be elected.
Selectman, Bob Jordan spoke against the article.
Joseph Hoffman spoke again regarding some state statutes.
There being no further discussion, as voted earlier the moderator
proceeded with the next article.
Article 6. The moderator read article 6 as follows: "Term Limits - All
elected officials of the Town shall not serve more than two consecutive
terms (6 years). This shall apply to incumbents at time of passage. We
request this article be voted on by secret ballot. (By petition of Joseph
Hoffman and others. )"
Joseph Hoffman moved article 6 and it was seconded. The moderator
asked Mr. Hoffman if he wished to speak at this point and he declined.
Dennis Doten made a motion to table and the moderator did not
recognize it in accordance with his previous ruling.
Kathleen Clough spoke against the article. Doug Scott spoke against
the article. There was no further discussion.
There were four divisions of the alphabet set up at the front of the
auditorium with a checklist and ballots. Article 5 and article 6 were
printed separately on two separate colored pieces of paper. Each voter
checking in at the checklist was given a pink and a blue paper with
article 5 and article 6. The moderator collected the ballots. The ballot
clerks and checklist teams were Melanie Burgess and Bob Walter,
Georgie and Ray Wixson, Shirley Snow and Carolyn Smith and Wayne
Snow and Allan Whitney. After some time, the moderator asked if there
was anyone in the room still wishing to vote. There being none, he
closed the polls. The ballots were tallied by Joseph Hoffman, Wayne
Snow, Allan Whitney and Bill Roderick. While the tallying took place,
the moderator continued with the next article.
The results as presented to the moderator were read after article 1 1 as
follows:
Results of article 5: Yes 27 No 195 Total vote cast: 222
Results of article 6: Yes 29 No 193 Total vote cast: 222
The moderator declared article 5 and article 6 defeated.
Article 7. The moderator read article 7 as follows: "To see if the Town




109.00 Executive Expenses (Selectmen, Town
1 10. 00 Officers' & Budget Comm. Expenses) $336, 635
246. 80 Election, Registration & Vital Stats 141, 167
Financial Administration 49,500
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125.60 Legal Expenses 58,080
123.24 Personnel Administration 604,033
743.08 Planning & Zoning (includes L.R.PC.) 151,293
840.00 General Government Buildings (includes
Island Support R DPW Remediation) 192,582
141.07 Cemeteries 5,500
123.14 Insurance 171,508
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee."
Budget committee chairman, Larry Shapiro moved article 7 as read. It
was seconded. The moderator recognized Larry Shapiro who explained
that the budget as presented represents no increase in the municipal
portion of the tax rate. He complemented the town departments and
stated that they were well managed and that the budget is reflective of
that. He further explained that the budgets include a 2.6 percent cost of
living increase and a possible merit increase of 2.5 percent. He explained
specific increases in the budget, such as in the assessors office, the
election budget and computer replacement. There being no further
discussion the moderator called for the vote. It was in the affirmative
and the moderator declared article 7 carried.
Article 8. The moderator read article 8 as follows: "To see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,296,351 for the
following Public Safety expenses:
Account Recommended
No. Purpose Approp.
384.00 General Operations - Police $739,068
412.01 General Operations - Ambulance Service 39,140
401 .01 General Operations- Fire 484,4 1
7
141.41 Civil Defense 300
1 4 1 .45 Youth Services Bureau 3 1 ,849
141.47 New Hampshire Humane Society 1,577
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee."
Larry Shapiro moved article 8 as read. It was seconded. Larry
explained various increases in accounts within the article. There was no
discussion. The moderator called for the vote. It was in the affirmative
and the moderator declared the article carried.
Article 9. The moderator read article 9 as follows: "To see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,446,501 for the




830.01 Highway Division $575,705
870.33 Street Lighting 15,200
828.01 DPW Administration 74,433
850.12 Vehicle Maintenance 107,868
860.01 Solid Waste Management 295,344
933.01 Sewer Department 358,397
141.83 Laconia Water Works 17,854
190.01 Village Water System 2,500
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
Larry Shapiro moved article 9 as read. It was seconded. Larry
explained most increases in these items are due only to the Cost of
Living increases in salaries.
Charlie Fletcher questioned the sewer dept. amounts. Larry Shapiro
explained.
Rosemary Fletcher asked about the operation of the sewer dept.
Sheldon Morgan, Director of Public Works and Dave Caron, Town
Administrator explained.
Mark Wright asked if there were any plans to extend the sewer lines
and Dave Caron answered there were none at this time.
Wayne Domin congratulated the Dept. of Public Works for their
excellent job with the roads during this past snowy winter.
There being no further discussion, the moderator called for the vote. It
was in the affirmative and the moderator declared the article carried.
Article 10. The moderator read article 10 as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $84,719 for the
following Health and Welfare expenses:
Account Recommended
No. Purpose Approp.
141.53 Lakes Region General Hospital $ 3,500
141.51 LR Community Health & Hospice 17,775
141.65 New Beginnings 1,080
141.49 Community Action Program 3,384
141.57 Lakes Region Family Services 3,500
134.07 General Assistance 55, 500
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee."
Larry Shapiro read article 10 as read by the moderator. It was
seconded. Larry explained there was; a slight decrease in general
assistance.
Jack Stephenson questioned an error in the hand-out that had been
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prepared for that evening. It appeared that some figures in that hand-out
had been inaccurately transcribed. The amount in the warrant however,
is correct.
There being no further discussion, the moderator called for the vote. It
was in the affirmative and the moderator declared the article carried.
Article 11. The moderator read article 11 as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $307,696 for the
following Culture and Recreation expenses:
Account Recommended
No. Purpose Approp.
502.00 Parks & Recreation $115,070
523.00 Skating Rink 7,860
625.00 Library 128,558
545.00 Patriotic Purposes 5,150
Rowe House 49,000
752.20 Conservation Commission 1,710
755.40 Historic District Commission 550
Recommended by Selectmen and Budget Committee."
Larry Shapiro moved article 11 as read by the moderator. It was
seconded. Larry explained that the only change in this article is the
addition of $49,600 to put a roof on the Rowe House. It is leaking and
needs repair. The funds are to be repaid to the town through various
fund-raisers and the Selectmen and Budget Committee feel confident
that this will happen. There being no further discussion, the moderator
called for the vote. It was in the affirmative and the moderator declared
the article carried.
At this point the tally on article 5 and article 6 were completed and
given to the moderator. He announced the results which are recorded
after article 5 and 6.
Article 12. The moderator read article 12 as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $629,018 for the
following Debt Service and other miscellaneous expenses:
Recommended
Purpose Approp.
Principal - Long-term Bonds $275,000
Interest - Long-term Bonds 202, 1 55
Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes 75,000
Principal - Winnipesaukee River Basin 73,386
Interest - Winnipesaukee River Basin 3,516
Laconia Airport Authority 1










Larry Shapiro moved article 12 as read by the moderator. It was
seconded. He explained that the article contained principal and interest
charges that the town was obligated to pay. There was no discussion.
The moderator called for the vote. It was in the affirmative and the
moderator declared the article carried.
Article 13. The moderator read article 13 as follows: "To see if the




830.80 Capital Equipment - Highway $128,000
401.33 Capital Improvements- Fire 58,600
304.33 Capital Improvements -Police 52,900
109.00 Capital Equipment -Selectmen 9,800
830.84 Highway Reconstruction 131,000
Recommended by Selectmen and Budget Committee."
Larry Shapiro moved article 13 as read by the moderator. It was
seconded. Larry explained there were various truck repairs and
replacements and replacement police cruisers, two copiers for the
Selectmen's office and the funding of highway reconstruction.
Bob Harding asked about the piece of road east of the end of Route
11A going toward Alton. Scott Davis said he could not speak for the
State of NH, but it is a part of the ten-year plan.
There being no further discussion, the moderator called for the vote. It
was in the affirmative and the moderator declared the article carried.
Article 14. The moderator read the article as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five hundred seventy-
six thousand dollars ($576,000) for expansion and renovations to
Central Fire Station and authorize the withdrawal of three hundred
twenty-two thousand dollars ($324,000), plus any accumulated interest
from the date of withdrawal, from the Central Fire Station Expansion
and Renovation Capital Reserve Fund. The balance of two hundred fifty-
two thousand dollars ($252, 000) is to be transferred from the 12/31/95
encumbered fund balance. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget
Committee. (Majority vote required)."
The moderator noted a typographical error in the written amount of
three hundred twenty-two thousand dollars and that it should match the
numerical amount of $324,000. It was moved and seconded to change
the written amount of three hundred twenty-four thousand dollars. There
was no discussion on the motion and the moderator called for the vote. It
was in the affirmative and the moderator declared the motion carried.
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Selectman, Robert Jordan gave information on the formation of a
committee that worked on this project. He stated that the project has
been prudently done. He gave some of the history of the temporary
trailer and the expected improvements.
Town Administrator, Dave Caron also spoke about the specifics of the
project.
Joseph Hoffman asked about the total cost and the amount in the
capital reserve fund.
There being no further discussion, the moderator again read the article
and then called for the vote. It was in the affirmative and the moderator
declared the article carried.
Article 15. The moderator read article 15 as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions
of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of reconstructing the Village Field Tennis
Courts, and to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000) to be placed in this fund. Recommended by the Selectmen
and Budget Committee. (Majority vote required)."
Larry Shapiro moved article 15 as read. It was seconded. Larry
explained the condition of the tennis courts and the concern about the
soils in that area. He stated that there was $2,500 in the Selectmen's
budget for testing soils and this is the first $20,000 toward the eventual
rebuilding of the tennis courts.
There was no discussion. The moderator called for the vote. It was in
the affirmative and the moderator declared the article carried.
Article 16. The moderator read article 16 as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to discontinue the Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund
created in 1981. The Revaluation was completed in 1995, and current
technology and changes in appraisal techniques does not require the
need for further town-wide revaluations. The funds, with accumulated
interest to the date of withdrawal, are to be transferred to the
municipality's general fund. (Majority vote required.)"
Larry Shapiro moved article 16 as read. It was seconded. Selectman,
Robert Jordan stated that this was a housekeeping item and this would
shift less than $1,000 to the general treasury.
Joseph Hoffman asked if this was for appeals to the Board of Land and
Tax Appeals and asked about the total cost of revaluation. He further
asked if the documents are available to us from the revaluation. The
moderator asked if his questions had anything to do with the article.
Hoffman further asked if the documents were available to him. The
moderator explained that if they were Public documents, then he would
be entitled to see them.
Being no further discussion, the moderator once again read the article.
He called for the vote. It was in the affirmative and the moderator
declared the article carried.
Article 17. The moderator read article 17 as follows: "To see if the
Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to release a covenant not to
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subdivide property originally granted to the Town by Dorothy Mitchell
(Book 790, Page 201, Belknap County Registry of Deeds, 8/5/88), for
the purpose of clearing an encumbrance on the title of a four-lot
subdivision located on Dockham Shore Road which was approved by the
Planning Board on May 15, 1995. "
Selectman, Robert Jordan moved article 17 as read. It was seconded.
John Bobula explained the lingering covenant which only town meeting
can remove.
Sam Sargent spoke in favor of the article. Kimberly Burbank also
spoke in favor. There being no further discussion, the moderator read the
article again and called for the vote. It was in the affirmative and the
moderator declared the article carried.
Article 18. The moderator read article 18 as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept on behalf of the
Town gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust for any public
purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19. Such authorization shall remain in
effect until rescinded.
"
Selectman, Phillip Labonte moved article 18 as read. It was seconded.
There was no discussion. The moderator called for the vote. It was in the
affirmative and the moderator declared the article carried.
Article 19. The moderator read article 19 as follows: "To see if the
Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept the
dedication of any street shown on a subdivision plat approved by the
Planning Board, site plan or street plat made and adopted by the
Planning Board, provided that such street has been constructed to
applicable Town specifications as determined by the Board of Selectmen
or its agent."
Philip Labonte, Selectman, moved article 19. It was seconded. Robert
Brown was recognized, but then decided not to speak to this article.
There was no further discussion. The moderator called for the vote. It
was in the affirmative and the moderator declared the article carried.
At this point in the meeting Moderator, Peter Millham, stepped down
as moderator because he explained the next two articles involve the
Winnipesaukee Yacht Club in which he has membership. He thanked the
students for running the microphones during the meeting and turned the
meeting over to Assistant Moderator, Wayne Snow.
Article 20. Wayne Snow, Assistant Moderator, read article 20 as
follows: "To see if the town will vote to ratify and confirm the approval
of Article 19 at the 1995 Annual Meeting which discontinued a portion
of Davis Road, and conveyed that portion to the abutter, Winnipesaukee
Yacht Club, owner of Lot 499 upon Map 223, abutting the premises of
said Davis Road being further described as follows:
Beginning at an iron pipe found on the easterly side line of Davis
Road, being the northwesterly corner of lot 530 and the southeasterly
corner of the land herein conveyed.
Thence S77o28'51" W across Davis Road a length of 33 feet to a
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point.
Thence N26o04'26"W along the westerly portion of lot 499, 51.24 feet
to an iron pipe found,
Thence N77o28'51"E along the northerly portion of lot 499 a length of
33 feet to an iron pipe found.
Then S25o39'47"E 51.24 feet along said road to the point of
beginning."
Selectman, Russ Dumais moved article 20 as read. It was seconded.
Assistant Moderator, Wayne Snow explained the location of the piece of
property. He gave a brief explanation of the action taken by town
meeting last year.
Robert Brown spoke in opposition to the article and gave reasons.
Joseph Hoffman asked if the town meeting should ratify this article or
should last years article be rescinded in its entirety.
Moderator Snow explained that town counsel has reviewed this article
and feels the town should take his advice.
Jerry Morin asked if Mr. Brown is the only abutter.
Bob Harding asked that the Selectmen clarify what Robert Brown had
said. He asked if the town was requiring him to put in a turnaround on
this property when he proposed to take ownership of it.
Town Administrator, Dave Caron stated that Mr. Brown had wished to
develop the property at that time. The Yacht Club will be using the land
for storage.
Joseph Hoffman asked about a site plan. It was explained that the
Planning Director has set a deadline of 4/15/96 for the Yacht Club to file
a site plan.
There being no further discussion, the moderator called for the vote on
the article as printed. It was in the affirmative and the moderator
declared the article carried.
Article 21. Assistant Moderator, Wayne Snow, read article 21 as
follows: "To see if the Town will vote to conditionally discontinue a
portion of Davis Road, beginning at the end of the road at the boundary
of land of the Winnipesaukee Yacht Club and thence in a southerly
direction the full width (33 feet more or less) of the road a distance of
157 feet, more or less, to the boundary between land of Robert C. Brown
and land of Roger & Geraldine Sawyer. Furthermore, to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to convey whatever interest the Town may have in
said discontinued portion of the Davis Road to abutter Robert C. Brown
with the reservation of an unspecified easement to allow town vehicles
and equipment to pass, repass and turn around within the discontinued
portion, and to accept on behalf of the Town an easement from Mr.
Brown to allow town vehicles and equipment to encroach on adjacent
property owned by him as necessary to turn around. This discontinuance
shall not affect the rights of owners of land to use the discontinued
portion of Davis Road for access as provided in RSA 231:43. This
discontinuance shall take effect only upon certification by the Board of
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Selectmen that litigation currently pending in the Belknap County
Superior Court as Robert C. Brown V. Town of Gilford, Docket No. 95-
E-0131 has been settled by stipulation agreeable to the Selectmen, which
certification shall occur on or before July 1, 1996 or this vote shall be
null and void."
Selectman, Russ Dumais moved article 21 as read. It was seconded.
Wayne Snow explained the article. He recognized Ray Wixson who
explained the programs and operation of Winnipesaukee Yacht Club and
their concerns. He explained his opposition.
Robert Brown spoke to the article.
Wayne Burgess spoke in opposition of discontinuing any road.
Leo Sanfacon spoke in opposition.
Wayne Domin asked about the turn around.
Joseph Hoffman asked about abutters being notified.
Bob Harding asked if there was compensation for the right of way.
Ray Wixson explained the purchase of land by the Yacht Club from
Mr. Brown for $125,000 that is on a town rod and they would like to
keep it on a town road.
Joseph Hoffman spoke again regarding the article.
There being no further discussion, the assistant moderator asked for
the vote on the article asprinted. The vote was in the negative and the
assistant moderator declared the article defeated.
Wayne Snow then asked if Moderator Millham wished to close the
meeting. He gave permission to Assistant Snow to close, which he did.









Of the Town of Gilford, NH in Belknap County
for the Fiscal Year Ended in December 31, 1996
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
from official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and
belief.









Year Ending December 31, 1996
Uncollected Taxes
Beg. of Year: 1996 1995 Prior
Property Taxes $1,240,167.35
Gilford Village Water 200.59
Gunstock Acres Water 8,620.04 $295.00
Sewer Use 51,159.36 4,346.01
Capital Cost Recovery 16,511.45 146.49
Taxes Committed to Tax Collector this Year:
Property Tax $13,485,493.97 $4,233.00
Village Water 4,468.58 1,341.24
Gunstock Acres Water 130,667.01
Capital Cost Recovery 133,567.05




Gunstock Acres Water 20.00
Sewer Use .03
Interests & Costs Collected:
Property Tax $14,186.81 $92,948.66
Sewer Use 306.44 4,955.75
Gunstock Acres Water 184.02 2,081.74
Capital Cost Recovery 8.46 1,980.81
Village Water 22.49




Year Ending December 31, 1996
Remitted to Treasurer
During Fiscal Year: 1996 1995 Prior
Property Tax $12,332,706.05 $1,226,847.50
Village Water 2,478.62 1,541.83
Gunstock Acres Water 107,381.80 8,620.04
Capital Cost Recovery 111,419.80 16,418.75
Sewer Use 291,664.73 133,710.89
Yield Tax 10,965.05
Interest & Costs Remitted:
Property Tax $14,186.81 $92,948.66
Capital Cost Recovery 8.46 1,980.81
Sewer Use 306.44 4,955.75
Gunstock Acres Water 184.02 2,081.74
Village Water 22.49
Abatements Allowed:
Property Tax $24,812.71 $17,121.85
Gunstock Water 90.50
Yield Tax 4,686.00





Uncollected Taxes End of Year:
Property Tax $1,149,264.24
Sewer Use 49,580.94 $4,346.01
Capital Cost Recovery 21,478.02 146.49
Gunstock Acres Water 23,214.71 295.00
Yield Tax 7,112.25
Village Water 1,989.96
TOTAL CREDITS $14,162,085.47 $1,518,789.93 $4,787.50
Respectfully submitted,





Summary of Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1996
DR.
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes






Lien: 2,637.52 49,889.26 76,420.77 5,473.50
TOTAL DEBITS $448,689.48 $530,607.75 $317,798.23 $16,172.59
CR.
Remittance to Treasurer:
$114,198.90 $267,156.29 $233,433.53 $9,075.26
Interest & Costs
Collected After
Lien: 2,637.52 49,889.26 76,420.77 5,473.50
Abatements: 1,672.47.47 3,463.71 1,752.94
Unredeemed Liens
as of 12/31/96 330,180.59 210,098.49 6,190.99 1,623.83






January 1. 1996 to December 31, 1996
8723 Motor Vehicle Permits Issued $789,269.00
959 Dog Licenses Issued 6,499.50
1217 Boat Permit Fees Collected 47,998.37
1305 Copies of Records 1,344.80
13 Bad Check Penalties Collected 245.00
15 Town Pins 30.00
2 Pole Licenses Recorded 20.00
5 Checklists 75.00
44 Pistol Permits 440.00
177 Fines 5,192.00
417 Commercial Beach Admissions 834.00
12 Postage Reimbursement 550.76
$852,498.43
TOWN CLERK FEES REMITTED TO TOWN:
1651 Motor Vehicle Titles $3,276.00
412 Financing & Termination
Statements Processed 6,622.00
52 Marriage Licenses Issued 2,295.00
160 Birth, Death & Marriage
Certificates Issued 1,260.00
7699 Municipal Agent Fees 19,138.00
47 Wetland Applications
Processed 669.40






REMnrTED TO TREASURER $886,047.33
Respectfully submitted,




Fiscal Year End December 31, 1996
General Fund
Cash on Hand 1/1/96 $4,478,837
Total Receipts $17,666,558
less Selectmen's Orders Paid $18,141,275
Cash on Hand 1 2/3 1 /96 $4,004, 1 20
Conservation Commission Fund






Cash on Hand 12/31/96 $66,979
Sewer Capital Cost Fund
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
APRIL 1, 1996
Land

















TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS: $ 576,253,700
Blind Exemption $ 90,000
Elderly Exemption 5,554,600
SolarAVindpower Exemption
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS: $ 5,644,600










Planning & Zoning 1 5 1 ,293








Other Public Safety - 33,426
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS





Solid Waste Disposal $ 295,344
Sewer Collection and Disposal 358,397
WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT
Water Services $ 2,500
Laconia Water Works 17,054
HEALTH
Health Agencies & Hospitals $ 21,275
Social Service Agencies 7,944
WELFARE
Direct Assistance $ 55,500
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CULTURE AND RECREATION
Parks and Recreation $ 122,930
Library 128,356
Patriotic Purposes 5,150
Other Culture & Recreation 49,000
CONSERVATION
Conservation Commission $ 1,710
Historic District 550
DEBT SERVICE
Principal - Long Term Bonds & Notes $ 348,386
Interest - Long Term Bonds & Notes 205,63
1
Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes 75,000
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Machinery, Vehicles & Equipment $ 228,500
Buildings 576,000
Improvements other than Buildings 131 ,000
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
To Capital Reserve Funds $ 20,000
To Laconia Airport Authority 1
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Land Use Change Tax $ 2,500
Yield Tax 2,500
Payment in lieu of taxes 10,400
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Tax 180,000
LICENSE, PERMITS & FEES
Business Licenses and Permits $ 2,500
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 650,000
Building Permits 10,000
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 27,500
FROM STATE
Shared Revenues $ 87,235
Highway Block Grant 1 30,325
Water Pollution Grants 33,401
State & Federal Forest Land 1 ,508
Other State Revenues 10,000
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments $ 232,370
Other - Capital Cost Recovery 140,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Sale of Municipal Property $ 20,000
Interest on Investments 50,000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
Sewer Department $ 361,354
Capital Reserve Funds 324,040
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Fund Balance $ 693,460









Less: Shared Revenues to Town (40,174)
Approved Town Tax Effort - $ 4, 1 22,655
Municipal Tax Rate $ 7.22
School Portion
Due to Gilford School District $8,324,593
Less: Shared Revenues (74,253)
$ 14.46








Approved County Tax Effort $1,121,911
County Tax Rate $ 1.97
COMBINED TAX RATE $ 23.65
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SUMMARY OF REVENUES





Interest & Cost 232,059
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Tax 22,763
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 8,154
TOTAL: $13,748,470
Intergovernmental Revenues:
State Revenue Sharing $211,612
Highway Block Grant 130,325
Bridge Aid
Water Pollution 33,401
Forest Land Reimbursement 1,509
TOTAL: $376,846
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Sale of Town Property $137,722
Cable TV Franchise 27,838
Capital Reserve Funds 335,455
Outside Agencies 68,416
Interest on Deposits 124,332
Capital Cost Recovery 140,000
Other 6,725
TOTAL: $840,487
Revenue from Town Clerk:
Motor Vehicle Registration $789,269
Motor Vehicle Titles 3,276
Boat Registration 47,998
Agent Fees 19,138
Financing & Termination 6,622
Dog Licenses 6,354
Marriage Licenses 2,295
Marriage, Birth & Death Certificates 1,260






















Parks & Recreation Department





Department of Planning & Land Use
ZBA Appeal Fees 819
Planning Board Fees 3,472
Zoning & Code Books 677




Department of Public Works






TOTAL GENERAL FUND $15,635,434
SEWER FUND





TOTAL SEWER FUND $355,652
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Land & Building (226-055) $ 271,000
Municipal Office Complex
Land & Buildings (226-054) 2,425,300
Glendale Parking Lot
Land & Building (242-197) 95,400
Kimball Road
Land & Building (215-025) 259,100
Glendale Town Docks







Schools, Land & Buildings (227-132) 5,167,500
Land, Alvah Wilson & Belknap












Land (226-030. 100) 100
Saltmarsh Pond Road
Land (210-033) 12,400
End of Orchard Drive
Land (240-007) 1,100
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Green Area Elderberry Drive
Land (203-152) 200
Green Area Sherwood Forest Drive
Land (229-031) 2,000















1 86 Intervale Road
Land (224-033) 2,200





















68 Sagamore Road (252-159) 9,700
54 Greenleaf Trail (253-055) 14,900
34 Chestnut Drive
Land & Building (240-067) 81,700
Mountain View Housing Cooperative
Unit #20 10,400
Pine Grove Mobile Home Park
Mobile Home (224-046.048) 22,000













To the Members of the Board of
Selectmen and Town Administrator
Town of Gilford
Gilford, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial
statements of the Town of Gilford as of and for the year ended
December 31, 1995. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general-purpose financial statements based
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examinmg, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
general-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not
include the general fixed assets account group which should be included
in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. As is
the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the
Town of Gilford has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed
assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the
omission described in the preceding paragraph, the general-purpose
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Town of Gilford, as of December
31, 1995, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its
nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The combining
and individual fund financial statements listed in the table of contents
are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required
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part of the general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Gilford.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the





INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the Board of
Selectmen and Town Administrator
Town of Gilford
Gilford, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Gilford for the
year ended December 31, 1995, we considered the Town's internal
control structure in order to determine the scope of our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial
statements. Our review of these systems was not intended to provide
assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied on for
that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, reportable conditions involve matters
coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design
or operation of the internal control structure that, in our judgment,could
adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and
report financial data consistent with the assertions of management in the
financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition in
which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that
errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in relation to
the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be detected
within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing
their assigned functions. Our consideration of the internal control
structure would not necessarily disclose all matters inthe internal control
structure that might constitute reportable conditions and, accordingly,
would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are also
considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
During the course of our review, the following condition was noted
that was considered to be a material weakness as defined above:
GENERAL FUND
Reconciliation of General Ledger Cash Account on a Monthly Basis
Our examination of the General Ledger cash account disclosed that
the cash was overstated by $85,522.02 at December 31, 1995. This was a
direct result of attempting to reconcile the cash account with the Town
Treasurer only at year end, instead of on a monthly basis. Several
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revenue accounts were overstated and many expenditure accounts were
understated as a result of this error.
We recommend that all General Ledger accounts be reconciled on a
monthly basis and the cash account be in agreement with the Treasurer's
balance each month.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of
management and others within the administration. This restriction is not
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DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
Frances Irvine
Regular meetings of the School Board
First and Third Monday of Each Month
7:15 p.m.- Gilford Elementary School
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GILFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 20, 1996
School District Moderator Mr. John Kitchen opened the meeting at
7:10 p.m. by calling on School Board member Gail Tapply to lead the
Pledge of Allegiance. Mr. Kitchen thanked the students assisting with
the microphones: Andy Wright, Kate Johnson, Beth Hayes, and Jessie
Thompson. He announced that the Middle-High School Performing Arts
Department would be presenting "Amadeus" on May 9-11, and a
Middle School Band Concert would be held on the 21st of March. The
Gilford Middle High School "U.S. First" Team was building a robot to
enter in competition, and was selling "pizza cards" to support their
efforts. The Moderator then introduced Kathy Francke, School District
Clerk; Larry Shapiro, Budget Committee Chairman; Matt Upton, School
Board Attorney; Cathleen Pierce, School Board Chair; and School Board
Members Carryl Krohne, Gail Tapply, Susan Allen, and Evans Juris.
Results of the March 12, 1996 elections were announced.
SCHOOL BOARD VOTE
(One three year term) (Total Ballots 929)
Susan Allen (unopposed) 772
SCHOOL DISTRICT MODERATOR
John Kitchen (unopposed) 761
SCHOOL DISTRICT CLERK
Kathy Francke (unopposed) 737
SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Edgar Kenney (unopposed) 769
The results of the vote on the question to adopt RSA 40:13 for the
School District were 525 yes; 351 no. The required 60% vote for
adoption would have been 525.6 of the total 876 votes cast on the
question, therefore the measure failed. The Moderator noted that the
School District had received two petitions for a recount, and further
information about the recount could be obtained from the
Superintendent's office.
All newly elected officers were to be sworn in upon the conclusion of
the meeting. Mr. Kitchen explained the discussion and voting
procedures before reading Warrant Article I:
To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and truant
officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers or agents of the
district.





School Board Chair 600.00
School Board Members (4) @400.00
District Treasurer 1,600.00
The motion was seconded by Susan Allen. There being no
discussion, the motion carried by voice vote.
Mr. Kitchen read Warrant Article II:
To hear the report of the Agents, Auditors, and Committees, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
Carryl Krohne moved that the reports of the Agents, Auditors, and
Committees be accepted as printed in the 1995 Town Report. The
motion was seconded by Cathleen Pierce and was passed by voice vote
without discussion.
Mr. Kitchen recognized Alida Millham who presented a review of the
Space Needs Committee, which was convened in October 1995 with the
charge that a report be prepared for the School Board by January 1996.
Mrs. Millham noted that the committee had not yet finalized its report,
but that she was presenting an overview of their work so far. The
Committee was organized to follow up the work of a 1994 committee
which made its report in 1995; it was divided into three subgroups.
The Education Specifications reviewed the curriculum and course
offerings of Gilford Middle High School and compared them with five
surrounding districts of similar size. The results showed Gilford as
being comparable with the other schools.
The Space Analysis group found that of the 30 classrooms assigned
for general purpose teaching only three were equal to or greater than the
state requirements of 800 square feet. The conversion of open space to
classroom has resulted in the reallocation of 6200 sq. Ft. to hallways.
None of the science areas meet the standards for science teaching. The
eighth grade science classes are held in a portable classroom with no
running water and substandard space. The group further found that eight
grade is taught in five of the six portable classrooms with limited storage
space, no toilet facilities at a cost of $44,000 per year. Furthermore the
foreign language area was found inadequate; there was only a small
meeting and teacher workroom space; the resource room was
inadequate, as was the computer classroom space.
The Survey Committee was expected to canvass the community, staff,
and students, but found that there has not been enough time for adequate
orientation to develop a meaningful survey.
Mrs. Millham explained that the school was built in 1974 for a
population of 800 students. In 1975, the population was 660; in 1980,
747; in October 1995, the student population was 792; by January 1996
it had increased to over 800. Projections for 1997, based on current
enrollment, are 865.
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Mr. Kitchen read Warrant Article III:
To choose Committees in relation to any subject embraced in the
warrant.
Susan Allen moved to pass over the Article, since there were no
committees to be chosen. Evans Juris seconded; the motion passed by
voice vote.
The Moderator read Warrant Article IV:
To see if the Gilford School District will vote to create an expendable
trust fund under the provision of RSA 198:20-C to be know as the
GMHS Auditorium Repair and Maintenance Fund, for the purpose of
maintaining the GMHS auditorium. Furthermore to have the school
board as agents to expend and to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($3,500) towards this purpose.
Carryl Krohne moved to pass to Warrant Article V, since the amount,
approved by the Budget Committee, would be included in that Article's
amount.
Cathleen Pierce seconded. The motion carried by voice vote.
Mr. Kitchen proceeded to Warrant Article V:
To see if the Gilford School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $9,853,843 for the support of schools, for salaries of school
district officers and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations
of the district.
Cathleen Pierce moved in favor of the article; the motion was
seconded by Susan Allen. Cathleen Pierce opened the discussion with a
review of the Budget proposal. Mrs. Pierce noted that the budget
proportions have been stable over the past several years; there were no
sharp fluctuations in any areas. She outlined the increases and decreases
which were shown in the budget proposal.
Larry Shapiro, Budget Committee chairman, explained that the
proposed budget was the result of a collaborative effort between the
School Board and the Budget Committee, and was supported by it.
Following considerable discussion clarifying what was included or
excluded in the proposed sum of Article V, the Moderator re-read the
motion and it carried by voice vote.
Mr. Kitchen proceeded to Warrant Article VI:
To see if the Gilford School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Seventy-five Dollars ($75,000) for the purpose of funding
technology purchases as presented in the district technology plan.
Susan Allen moved in favor of the Article, and was seconded by
Carryl Krohne. Mrs. Allen noted that this sum was for the second year
of a three year technology plan that had been approved at last year's
school district meeting. Brenda McGee, computer co-coordinator for
Gilford Schools explained the plan and answered questions which were
raised. The moderator re-read the motion and it passed by voice vote.
The Moderator read Warrant Article VII:
To see if the Gilford School District will raise and appropriate the
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sum of $146,261 for the purpose of funding teachers' negotiated salary
increase to include fixed charges and life insurance.
Evans Juris moved that:
...the Gilford School District raise and appropriate the sum of
$146,261 for the purpose of funding year one of the recently negotiated
teachers' contract. This includes $120,769 in salary increases, $14,492
in fixed charges, $11,000 for life insurance, totaling $146,261.
Approval of this Article recognizes the following increases for years
two and three of the contract:
Year 2: Salary, $112,489; Fixed Charges, $13,493; Total, $125,987.
Year 3: Salary, $113,549; Fixed Charges, $13,626; Total, $127,175.
The motion was seconded by Susan Allen. Evans Juris opened the
discussion of his motion with an explanation of the negotiation process.
School Board Members of the negotiating team were Susan Allen, and
Mr. Juris; The Gilford Education Association was represented by Judy
Lavoie, Bill McNamara, Julie Andrews, Joan Forge, and Bill Foster. Mr.
Juris explained the two new articles of the agreement.
The Health Insurance Waiver: teachers electing not to participate in
the District Health Insurance plan would be paid $1250 additional
taxable income. The District currently pays 85% of the teacher's health
insurance costs; election to not participate would save the district
$786.15 for single coverage; $2,722.49 for dual; and $4,112.65 for
family.
Life Insurance for all teachers for the amount of their current salary
would cost $ 1 1 ,000, although the cost was being researched further and
could perhaps be less.
Mr. Juris then addressed the salary structure. He noted that in the first
year of the negotiated agreement neither the lowest nor the highest
salaries would change. The steps in both the Bachelor's Degree and
Master's Degree tracks have been equalized with an $810 increase per
step in the Bachelor's track; beyond step 14, the increase would $750.
The Master's track steps increase by $1070; beyond step 14, the increase
is $1250. The equalization of the salary steps accounts for the $120,769
increase in the salary account; with fixed charges, the total account will
increase by 3.1%. The second and third years of the agreement would
continue the equalized steps, however the increase beyond step 14 in
both tracks would be $1250; and the total increases of the salary
accounts would be 2.8% in the second year, and a 2.75% in the third
year.
Mr. Juris reviewed the Retirement Incentive Plan with which a
teacher with 25 years' experience, 18 years at Gilford, at least 55 years
old could elect to retire by notifying the superintendent, in writing, by
September first of the last proposed year of teaching. Early Retirement
would only be available to three teachers a year, although the school
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board retained the right of a discretionary vote from year to year. The
prospective retiree would receive a one time payment of 35% of the last
base salary either as a lump sum or in installments upon completion of
the last teaching year, and the school district would continue to pay 85%
of single coverage health insurance until the retiree reached 65.
Mr. Juris concluded with the staff development portion of the
contract, which contained payments of $90 per teacher for the first year
of the contract; $110 for the second, and $125 for the third, and asked
for questions from the floor.
Following several clarification questions about the proportion of
salaries in the budget, the role of the NEA in the negotiations and the
effect of the proposed increase on the tax rate, considerable discussion
focused on merit pay and evaluation. Dr. Dowling asked what new
changes were being proposed by the Gilford Education Association
concerning productivity and merit pay. Penny St.. Cyr questioned how
the contract would assure quality education for her children. Dr. Doug
Scott suggested that merit evaluation be tied to future teacher salaries.
Larry Shapiro presented the Budget Committee perspective, and noted
that many of the thoughts presented had been extensively discussed by
the Budget Committee when reviewing the proposal; and it was finally
felt that the three year period would be viewed as a time to work out
details of future contracts. The majority of the Budget Committee
finally voted in favor of the contract because the percentage of increase
seemed reasonable, even though no specific issues were addressed in
this contract. A significant concern of the Budget Committee was the
compression of steps over the three years; however the Gilford
Education Association and the School Board repeatedly assured the
Budget Committee that this trend would not continue in future contracts.
The approval of the Budget Committee carried the recommendation that
the finer details be worked not in the last year of the contract, but in the
first. Dick Campbell spoke against the motion, objecting to the
retirement incentive plan which had been rejected last year, the Health
Insurance waiver which seemed a "buy out" of possible "double
coverage"; objections which were echoed by several others. Howard
Altman questioned voting to accept a three year contract that did not
address evaluation and merit pay. Mr. Altman moved to amend to
motion to include "that a committee shall be formed to study the
adoption of a merit based pay system." The emotion to amend was
seconded from the floor. Following discussion that recommended such
committee formation was the responsibility of the school board, the
motion to amend failed by voice vote. Resumed final discussion of the
motion included comments by supporters on the basis of the value of a
three year contract and its low percentage increase in the following three
years. Susan Leach moved the question; the moderator announced that a
ballot vote had been requested. Mr. Kitchen explained the process of the
ballot vote and re-read the motion. Supervisors who had been sworn in
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before the meeting were Adele Hill, Bob Jordan, Terry Wilson, Mark
Wright, Carolyn Scattergood, Frances Sandford, Gudrun Magnussen,
and Karen Roys. The ballot vote approved the Article with 196 for, 142
against.
Mr. Kitchen proceeded to Article VIII:
To see if the Gilford School District will raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) for the purpose of
funding a space needs study and analysis.
Gail Tapply moved in favor of the motion, and was seconded by
Cathleen Pierce. Following brief discussion, the motion passed by voice
vote.
The Moderator presented Article IX:
To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.
Susan Allen moved to adjourn, there being no further business to
consider. Seconded by Carryl Krohne, the motion passed by voice vote.





GILFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 27, 1996
PETITIONED BALLOT RECOUNT re: BALLOT CONCERNING
RSA-40:13; ORIGINAL VOTE 12 MARCH 1996.
PRESENT: School District Moderator John Kitchen; School District
Clerk Kathy Francke; SAU 30 Superintendent Richard Ayers; Town
Clerk Debra Eastman; School Board Members Cathleen Pierce, Susan
Allen, Evans Juris, and Gail Tapply; observers Susan Greene, William
Dowling, Joseph Hoffman, and Lous Briant (residents of Gilford);
Joseph McCormack (resident of Laconia); and members of the press.
Town Clerk Debra Eastman delivered the ballots as sealed by her and
Peter Millham, Town Moderator, at the close of the polls on 12 March
1996. Absentee ballots received after 12 March were taped, unopened,
to the top of the box. School District Moderator John Kitchen and
School District Clerk Kathy Francke signed for the ballot storage box
which contained all the used and unused ballots for Gilford, as well as
all the envelopes for appropriately registered and received absentee
ballots.
The recount began at 5:10 p.m. Debra Eastman answered questions
regarding general voting and storage of voting materials procedures
from the observers. Mr. Kitchen explained the process of recount. The
School Board Members sorted the ballots according to yes, no, none, or
questionable votes. The Moderator, Clerk, and School Board members
reviewed all non used ballots, and the valid absentee ballot envelopes.
All non-used ballots and absentee envelopes were confirmed. Yes, No
votes on RSA 40:13 were sorted into groups of 25, and all groups were
checked by at least one other member of the recount board. Observers
had the opportunity to review the process, the ballots that had no vote
regarding the issue, and the ballots deemed questionable. Four (4)
questioned ballots were identified; two (2) were judged "yes", one (1)
was judged "no"; and one (1) was judged "non voting".
Following a preliminary count, the School District Moderator called
for a confirming count which conflicted with the first. A third count
affirmed the second tally of 526 yes votes, 352 no, as opposed to the
town tally of 525 ye and 351 no; with total official town figures
regarding the school district petitioned question at 876; recount totals at
878. Mr. Kitchen announced that RSA 40:13 failed in the petitioned
Gilford recount.
Mr. Dowling and Mr. Hoffman requested that all the "non-voting on
the issue" ballots be counted in order confirm the number of people
registered by the "voting machine". Mr. Kitchen ruled that the School
District recount board was present only to consider the ballots that were
cast on the issue petitioned for recount; thus a general recount was
denied.
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Observed by all, the ballot box was resealed, noted, and signed at
7:10 p.m. by John Kitchen and Kathy Francke, and redelivered by them







The Gilford School District faced many challenges in the last year,
including change in the high school administrative team, increasing
enrollments and continued student diversity. The assistance and support
of many, including administrators, teachers, parents, and SAU #30, was
invaluable in tackling change and turning potential problems into sound
educational opportunities for the 1400 students served, who are the
citizens of tomorrow.




To develop a strategic planning process for the district.
2. To develop a plan that addresses the future space needs of the
district. '
3. To further improve the budget development and monitoring
process.
4. To strengthen the professional development and evaluation process
and procedures for professional and non-professional staff.
In addition, building goals were adopted and included:
Gilford Elementary School
l.To refine and implement the use of alternative assessment
according to the school's assessment plan.
2. To increase our school community's understanding of the H.O.T.
School philosophy with an emphasis on integrated arts, democratic
process, and higher order thinking.
3. To use the N.H. Curriculum Frameworks as a standard for
mathematics curriculum revision.
Gilford Middle High School
1. To continue to explore new and different methods of teaching
which will better serve the diverse needs of a growing student
population;
2. To continue to work toward improving school climate, by
emphasizing of respect and responsibility within GMHS; and
3. To align GMHS curriculum with the NH Frameworks.
The following are highlights from a very busy, productive year:
1. Selection of a new middle high school administrative team,
including Principal Marianne True, Assistant Principal Tom Sica
and Assistant Principal (Middle School) Sandy McLaughlin;
2. Continued progress in the are of School To Work initiatives, which
included input from the business community;
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3. Selection of Mike Tocci as Elementary Principal of the Year and
Scott Hutchison being named one of the finalists for High School
Teacher of the Year;
4. Appointment of merit review, space needs and strategic planning
task forces, with representation from various constituencies;
5. Aligning curriculum, instruction and assessment with NH
Frameworks and NH Education, Improvement and Assessment
Program test results.
6. Completion of an SAU #30 study, which emphasized the
importance of cooperation among Gilford, Gilmanton, and Laconia
and more focused efforts and recommended streamlining
procedures and the potential need for additional staff;
7. Continued progress in the area of district policy revisions; and
8. Ongoing recognition of academic and athletic achievement for both
individuals and teams.
Gilford School Board members continue to fine it rewarding to serve
a district committed to quality education yet ever mindful of the limited
financial resources of our community. Thank you for your continued
support as we encourage your continued involvement in your schools.
This shared partnership, among the board, administrators, teachers,
parents, and citizens, is the cornerstone for continued progress in an
efficient, effective manner.
Carryl Krohne,
Chairperson Gilford School Board
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REPORT OF THE GILFORD
MIDDLE-HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
The 1996-97 school year opened with a new administrative team at
Gilford Middle High School. Thomas Sica joined Gilford Middle High
School as the new assistant principal for the high school, while Sandra
McLaughlin took over as middle school assistant principal. In addition,
David Pinkham became our athletic director for Gilford Middle High
School. In the short time that I have been principal at Gilford Middle
High School, I have been most impressed with the commitment to
excellence demonstrated by both our staff and students, as well as by the
support of the communities of Gilmanton and Gilford. It is clear that we
have much of which we can be proud in terms of student achievement.
Building Goals
Building goals for the 1996-97 school year reflect our commitment to
improved curriculum, instruction and assessment at Gilford Middle High
School, as well as our commitment to improving our school climate.
This year, teachers in grades six-twelve have been working diligently to
align our curriculum with the New Hampshire State Curriculum
Frameworks. Determining how our students in grades six and ten fared
in various skill areas on the state testing completed last May will enable
us to review our instructional methods so that we may continue to work
toward improved student achievement.
Emphasizing the importance of respect and responsibility within
Gilford Middle High School continues to be a goal for us as well. This
year, a committee made up of students, staff and parents will work to




Scholastically, our students continue to excel. Thirty-seven percent of
our seniors took an Advanced Placement exam last May. Earning a "3"
or better on this exam allows students to obtain college credit for the
course, an accomplishment of which a number of our students can be
proud.
Percentage Who Scored
Subject Number Tested In 3.4.5 Range
Eng. Lang. & Comp. 9 56%
Eng. Lit. & Comp. 6 66%
US History 10 90%
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European History 5 100%
French Language 3 33%
Math Calculus BC 1 100%
German Language 4 0%
In addition, the implementation of a new interdisciplinary class in
American Studies as well as an interdisciplinary Holocaust unit in ninth
grade proved very successful.
Learning Applications
Applied learning has also been emphasized at Gilford Middle High
School throughout the school year. Through Pathfinders, our students
explore career opportunities through individual assessment and on-the-
job experience. Through various school-to-work partnerships, our
teachers continue to work with community and business partners to
ensure that our students are able to effectively apply the skills they learn,
not only in school, but outside of school as well:
• Connections with clinics, hospitals and New Hampshire Fish and
Wildlife have made it possible to develop an advanced biology class
which requires students to do internships and field experiences in
various settings.
• Students enrolled in Food and Nutrition classes have worked with
Lakes Region General Hospital Dietary Department and the Taylor
Home Dining Services to observe curriculum principles applied in
the work place.
• Chemistry students have applied principles of blood analysis to
courtroom experience.
• Students taking Problems in Democracy, in conjunction with our
School-To-Work Program, worked with the Gilford Town Planner
on a community-based project to review the recreational needs of
Gilford's young people.
• AP History students met regularly with veterans at the New
Hampshire Veterans Home in Tilton as part of a generations project
designed to develop an oral History of the 20th Century and
culminating in a presentation to the Gilford Historical Society.
• Several ninth graders, in cooperation with The Village Bank, opened
and operated a student graphics company at school, honing their
communication, math, computer and graphics technology skills in
the process.
These are just a few of the "experiences in learning" that make
education come alive for our young people.
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Beyond the Classroom
With the help of our communities and advisors, our students have
contributed in several ways through their extra-curricular involvement
this year, garnering accolades for their achievement along the way. Both
Obsessive Image, our student literary magazine, and the Gilford Eagle
Tribune, the student newspaper, won a first place standing in the nation
by the American Press Association. In addition, twenty-three students
were published in 21st Century Magazine. In the PTA sponsored
Reflections contest, Gilford students placed first, second and third
respectively in the state. Gilford High School students placed first in the
state in the Senior Division of The Union Leader sponsored Stock
Market Contest as well. Several dramatic and musical performances
graced our stage in the last year, including Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat, Amadeus, A Midsummer Night's Dream and
Godspell.
Athletics
The participation levels in our athletic programs have increased in the
last year with the addition of junior varsity girls' soccer, freshmen
volleyball, winter track, and middle school golf, skiing and tennis. We
currently have 5 1 coaches directing 48 athletic teams, with 40 percent of
our student body participating in some form of athletic endeavor. In the
last year our athletes and teams have experienced great success: Last
spring the Girls Outdoor Track and Field Team won their fourth State
Championship, while the Boys Tennis Team won the Class MS State
Championship. This fall the Gilford Field Hockey Team made it to the
semi-finals for the first time in school history, while the Girls Volleyball
Team won its second consecutive Class M Championship. The Gilford
Varsity Boys Soccer Team broke two national records with 188 unbeaten
games and their 10th consecutive Class M State Championship. The
Boys and Girls Middle School Cross Country Teams won the Small
School Division State Title. Finally, Krista Evans was recognized for
her outstanding athletic performance this year when she won the Girls'
Class MS Cross Country Championship.
Technology
The Gilford community supported a $75,000 warrant article last year
which enabled us to network middle school computers and add
additional machines at all levels. The research capacity in our school's
library has increased with the purchase of the New York Times News
Database, and State Library services can now be accessed via a "same
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day periodical FAX" enabling our students to supplement their research
by accessing more information than ever before. On-line book searches
from any academic or public library in the state is also available.
Volunteerism
The students of Gilmanton and Gilford contribute to their school and
communities in a variety of ways: More than forty upperclassmen at
Gilford Middle High School participate in the Big Brother/Big Sister
Program, offering time and support to elementary school students.
Foods and Nutrition students taught nutrition to all first graders at
Gilford Elementary School. Gilford High School students participated
in the Writer's Harvest, a national reading to raise money to fight hunger
in America. In addition, our students serve individually as volunteers
for a number of worthy causes including the Special Olympics and
Children's Theater Programs, Lakes Region General Hospital, the Peer
Leader Board, YMCA Teen Council and Peer Education Team, to name
a few.
We are most appreciative of the hard work and effort demonstrated by
our school volunteers as well. These individuals dedicate much of their
time to the support of our school by working with our young people and
staff in a variety of ways.
Middle School
Our middle school students have contributed greatly to our school
community. Sixth graders participated in stewardship projects last
spring and worked to ready area park, beach and picnic areas for spring
and summer visitors. Seventh graders participated in the "Trucker
Buddy International Program" corresponding about life in New
Hampshire. Community service activities included the Annual Gilford
Beach Clean-Up Day, a culminating event for our Skills for Adolescence
class. In addition, students contributed to the Santa Fund by creating
and selling a cookbook, with proceeds donated to needy area families.
Eighth graders have been learning about several local agencies and are
beginning a variety of community service projects, as they learn about
and practice their roles as good citizens.
Once again, Gilford Middle High School has an Odyssey of the Mind
Team made up of middle school students who will compete in the
regional problem solving competition held this year. Eighth graders are
preparing to construct working solar cars in state-wide competition.
Seventh graders will expand on their winter survival course with the
help of the Gilford Fire Department, while sixth graders will continue
their work with the Gunstock Recreation Area, the Belknap County
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Conservation Commission and the Winnipesaukee Watershed Project as
they build trails and a boardwalk through wetlands. More than half of
all middle school students participate in band and/or chorus. Their fall
concert was extremely impressive, and we look forward to their Spring
production of The Secret Garden.
In closing, I would like to thank the students and staff for welcoming
me to Gilford Middle High School. I also appreciate the support shown
to me by the School Board and SAU staff throughout the year.
Finally, my heartfelt thanks to the communities of Gilmanton and
Gilford for allowing me the privilege of working with your children.
Your enthusiasm and continued support for our programs enables us to







A priority at Gilford Elementary School remains to insure that all
students are exposed to a wide variety of learning experiences that will
challenge them to be proficient in all curriculum areas. To accomplish
this goal, we are placing greater emphasis on aligning the school's
curriculum with rigorous curriculum standards adopted by the State of
new Hampshire. This initiative is forcing us to take a hard look at what
we are teaching and more importantly how we are teaching. What does
this all mean? It means that we will be required to spend more time to
define curriculum standards and to identify the proficiencies we believe
students should demonstrate at each grade level. Perhaps the greatest
fundamental change associated with this new direction is the
significance we will place on encouraging teaching strategies that will
require students to demonstrate that they can apply what they have
learned. As we move in this direction, it is important that we also
consider different ways to assess the relevance of what we are teaching
and how effectively we are teaching. We need good, reliable data about
student performance to guide us in moving this agenda forward. The
state is providing us with at least one measure of student achievement
and that is the state testing program. Students are tested at the end of
grades three, six and ten to determine their level of proficiency in
relation to the state curriculum frameworks. However, we cannot rely
on this information alone to completely evaluate student achievement.
We must work as a district to define other methods by which we can
judge the effectiveness of teaching in relation to student proficiencies in
all curriculum areas.
During the next school year, the specific curriculum areas that will
receive priority with respect to modification are mathematics and
science. Over the summer, a group of teachers will work collaboratively
with administration to define higher standards in math and science
instruction. Fore example, we will develop plans for implementing a
pilot program in physics in the primary grades. We will also redefine the
standards at all grade levels in mathematics with special emphasis on
student application of problem solving skills.
Our HOTS (Higher Order Thinking Skills) program is receiving
statewide attention. Approximately ten New Hampshire schools have
visited Gilford Elementary to learn about the program and how it has
impacted the culture of our school in a n extremely positive way. Visits
are scheduled on days that Showcases are held to allow our guests an
opportunity to see how this forum serves as a catalyst to highlight
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student achievement and success. The Integrated Arts Team at Gilford
Elementary School oversee Showcase presentations and works closely
with all staff to plan activities that promote the integration of curriculum.
The arts are used as a vehicle to accomplish this objective. An
outgrowth of the HOTS program this year has been the introduction of a
student council, inclusive of grades two through five. Council members
were elected by peers as well as appointed by teachers to serve as
representatives from each grade level. The Council meets on a regular
basis, usually every other week, for approximately one half hour prior to
the opening of school. The focus of council activities this year will
center on community based and environmental projects. Sandra
McGonagle, fifty grade teacher, and Mike Tocci, principal, are serving
as faculty advisors to the Student Council. We invite parents and other
members of our community to share with us any thoughts they have
regarding future areas of concentration for this student organization.
Last year, I reported that we had initiated the concept of looping in the
primary grades. This placement alternative in which a teacher and class
stay together for more than a year is proving to be very successful. We
will, however, continue to examine the effectiveness of this alternative to
determine if we will promote this concept at grade levels beyond first
and second. Parent, teacher and student surveys, along with other means
of program assessment, are being used to evaluate the effectiveness of
this concept.
Perhaps the most significant programmatic change this year was to
discontinue the Readiness program in favor of adding another first
grade. This was not an easy decision, and very honestly, our staff was
very divided in their opinions regarding this change. Readiness had
been an entrenches program since 1984 and, in the opinion of many,
helped a segment of the school population by providing them with an
extra year of schooling before entering grade one. The addition of
another first grade did, however, reduce the number of students in each
first grade classroom to approximately nineteen students. The School
Board and Budget Committee supported the administration's request for
an additional second grade teacher and this, too, reduced the number of
students in each second grade class significantly.
As enrollments continue to grow, we will be requesting additional
staff to maintain reasonable class sizes at all grade levels. Presently,
class enrollments in kindergarten through grade two are within an
acceptable number of students, but enrollments in grades three through
five are beginning to exceed twenty-five students per class, which we
believe is maximum.
The school administration is extremely impressed with the
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professionalism and competency of the professional staff at Gilford
Elementary. They continually strive to keep professionally current by
attending workshops and training sessions and by taking courses to
improve their knowledge of subject matter and teaching skills. They are
extremely dedicated to the students and community of Gilford. Your
school administration will continue to place high priority in recruiting
the best possible candidates for staff vacancies as they occur. New
personnel for this school year include Kristie Katz, second grade teacher,
and Rebecca Russell, assistant teacher for integrated arts and technology.
John Murby, second shift custodian, retired and his replacement is
Michael Kelley.
In closing, I again wish to express my sincere appreciation to our
parent volunteers, the Volunteer Steering Committee, the Gilford District
RT.A., the Gilford School Board and the S.A.U. personnel for their
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REPORT OF THE GILFORD
SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1996
Fund Balance 7/1/95 $17,749.79
Respectfully submitted,


















Fund Balance 6/30/96 $ 8.612.76
Cash Financial Statement
Cash Balance 7/1/95 $19,796.58
Total Cash Received 305,798.18
$325,594.76
Total Cash Expended $314,710.82
Cash Balance $10,883.94









For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1996
Revenues
Revenues From Local Sources— General Fund
1121 Taxes - Current Appropriation $8,111,975.00
1122 Deficit Appropriation -0-
1312 Tuition - Other LEA's Within NH 1,053,906.89
1 350 Driver Education Tuition 22,462.50
1500 Earnings on Investments 5,780.54
1700 Pupil Activities 1,277.00
1910 Rental 4,946.49
1990 Other Revenue 44,270.91
Summer School Tuition 16,149.67
Total Local Revenue 9,260,769.00
Revenue From State Sources - General Fund
3 1 20 Foundation Aid -0-
3210 School Building Aid 87,621.98
3222 Transportation 1 ,986.56
3230 Driver Education 26,400.00
3240 Handicapped Aid 34,148.63
Total Revenue From State Sources - General Fund 1 50, 1 57. 1
7
Total Revenue - General Fund 9,410,926. 17
Expenditures
General Fund Expenditures - Elementary School
1 1 00 Regular Education Programs 1 ,599,75 1 .24
1 200 Special Education Programs 20 1 ,280.58
1400 Other programs 27,776.21
2120 Guidance 90,362.44
2130 Health 42,704.92
2 ! 40 Psychological 1 4,322.53
2 1 50 Speech Pathology 35,599.46
22 1 Improvement of Instruction 1 3,74 1 .53
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2220 Education Media 59,999.22
2290 Other Instructional Staff 265.92
2310 School Board 12,463.30
2320 Office of Superintendent 85,037.45
2400 School Administration 204,653. 1
3
2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant 275,939.99
2550 Pupil Transportation 1 36,700.07
2600 Other Services 4,953.95
Total Elementary General Fund Expenditures 2,805,55 1 .94
General Fund Expenditures - Middle School
1 100 Regular Education Programs 1,201,836.23
1 200 Special Education Programs 246,56 1 .97
1400 Other Instructional Programs 55,241.54
2120 Guidance 55,691.88
2130 Health 13,062.90
2140 Psychological ' 7,875.88
2150 Speech Pathology 6,902.46
2210 Improvement of Instruction 9,944.14
2220 Educational Media 27,101.24
2290 Other Instructional Staff 141.83
2310 School Board 6,647.10
2320 Office of Superintendent 45,353.30
2400 School Administration 1 48,5 1 9.57
2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant 217,296.77
2550 Pupil Transportation 80,050.05
2600 Other Services 2,826.07
Total Middle General Fund Expenditures , 2,125,052.93
General Fund Expenditures - High School
1 1 00 Regular Education Programs 2,374,982.02
1200 Special Education Programs 313,858.82
1 300 Vocational Education Programs 20,460.66




2150 Speech Pathology 12,802.06
22 1 Improvement of Instruction 1 7,06 1 .76
2220 Educational Media 48,035.97
2290 Other Instructional Staff 248.85
2310 School Board 11,663.18
S-23
2320 Office of Superintendent 79,578.25
2400 School Administration 263,616.21
2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant 423,33 1 .29
2550 Pupil Transportation 1 14,586.45
2600 Other Services 5,01 8.59
Total High School General Fund Expenditures 3,963,764.77
General Fund Expenditures - District Wide
4000 Facilities Acquisition 60, 1 56.70
5000 Debt Service 4 1 0,900.00
Food Service -^ -0-
. Capital Reserve 15,000.00
Total District-Wide General Fund Expenditures 486,056.70
Total General Fund Expenditures 9,380,426.34
Statement of Changes in Fund Balance
Total Fund Surplus 7/1/95 32, 1 76.00
Plus Revenues (See Above) 9,4 1 0,926. 1
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Subtotal 9,443,102.17
Less Expenditures (see above) 9,380,426.34




To the Members of the School Bocird.
Gilford School District
Gilford, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial
statements of the Gilford School District as of and for the year ended
June 30, 1996. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is
to express an opinion on these general-purpose financial statementsbased
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general-purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not
include the general fixed assets account group which should be included
in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. As is
the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the
Gilford School District has not maintained historical cost records of its
fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed
assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the
omission described in the preceding paragraph, the general-purpose
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Gilford School District, as of June
30, 1996, and the results of its operations for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The combining
and individual fund financial statements listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part
of the general-purpose financial statements of the Gilford School District.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general-
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purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
In accordance with the Government Auditing Standards, we have also
issued a report dated August 2, 1996 on our consideration of the Gilford
School District's internal control structure and a report dated August 2,
1996 on its compliance with laws and regulations.







GUNSTOCK ACRES WATER DISTRICT
Annual Report
As 1996 draws to a close we can look back on another successful
year at GAVWD. It appears that we will finish 1996 within our
projected budget and there will be no legal action against GAVWD.
Projects that were undertaken this year include a corrosion control
program that initially was formulated to provide relief from rusty water
to the homeowners in Zone 1. This project proved so successful that
corrosion control is being implemented in other areas of the system. It is
felt that this program will assist GAVWD to meet its 1997 obligations to
provide safe clean water to the inhabitants of Gunstock Acres and
Mineral Springs condominiums. Corrosion control uses various
chemicals to in effect seal particulate matter in a matrix which in turn
binds to the pipes that feed our water system. Plans are ongoing to
utilize this technology throughout the water system.
PS#7 is being utilized to provide water throughout the system.
Fluoride adjustment and removal is becoming a routine operation and
there have been minimal low pressure problems due to a lack of supply.
We have not needed to utilize our capital fund to replace the storage
tanks on Mountain Drive. We hope to continue to add to this Fund in
1997, so as not to be suddenly confronted with a major expense when
the tanks finally need replacement.
We are putting the operator's contract out to bid this year and the
Commissioners are working diligently to provide all bidders with a fair
and equitable opportunity.
GAVWD would like to thank the current operator, "C+C Water", for
their excellent service to our community. Mr. Crawshaw has done an
admirable job in keeping GAVWD up to the standards set by Federal,
State and local authority.
Finally, the commissioners would like to take this opportunity to
encourage all residents of Gunstock Acres and Mineral Springs Condos
to participate in the upcoming election. We will need several new






GUNSTOCK ACRES VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF BUDGET VS. ACTUAL REVENUES
"GENERAL FUND"
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1996
(See Accountant's Review Report)
1996 1996 OVER(UNffiR)
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET
Water Rents 1996 $125,825 $23,154 ($102,671)
Water Hook-ups 1996 $4,000 $2,000 ($2,000)
Bank Interest 1996 $1,000 $528 ($472)
Precinct Taxes 1996 $44,545 $0 ($44,545)
TOTAL $175,370 $25,682 ($149,688)
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GUNSTOCK ACRES VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF BUDGET VS. ACTUAL EXPENDITURES
**GENERAL FUND**
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED SEPTEMBER 30. 1996
(See Accountant's Review Report)
1996 19966 OVER(UNDER)
BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET
Maintenance Costs $58,000 $40,818 ($17,182)
Supplies $20,000 $20,336 $336
Utilities $24,500 $17,868 ($6,632)
District Officers' Salaries $1,100 $0 ($1,100)
Audit $2,400 $1,550 ($850)
Billings $1,800 $1,494 ($306)
Administration $2,500 $898 ($1,602)
Insurance $1,000 $178 ($822)
Emergency $13,000 $9,592 ($3,408)
Engineering $1,000 $0 ($1,000)
Legal $1,000 $505 ($495)
Water Quality Testing $2,500 $804 ($1,696)
Warr. Art #2 Water Tank Project $15,000 $0 ($15,000)
Interest On Tax Anticipation $3,500 $0 ($3,500)
Principal Of Debt $15,000 $15,000 $0
Interest On Debt $13,070 $13,070 $0
TOTAL $175,370 $122,113 ($53,257)
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GUNSTOCK ACRES VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
CASH BASIS
**GENERAL FUND'"
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1996
(See Accountant's Review Report)
RECEIPTS
Water Rents Pre- 1996 $6,846
Interest Income 1996 $528
Water Rents 1996 $23,154
Water Hook-ups 1996 $2,000
Precinct Tax 1996 $0
Revenue Anticipation Loan $75,000
TOTAL RECEIPTS $107,528
BEGINNING CASH BALANCE,
JANUARY 1, 1996 $35,096
TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE $142,624
DISBURSEMENTS:









Emergency 1996 ' $9,592
Legal 1996 $505
Engineering 1996 $0
Water Quality Testing 1996 $804
Principal Of Debt 1996 $15,000
Bond Interest 1996 $13,070
Warr. Art #2 Water Tank Project $0
Princ. Pmt. Rev. Antic. Note 1996 $0
Interest Pmt. Rev. Antic. Note 1996 $0
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $122,214
CASH BALANCE, SEPTEMBER 30, 1996 $20,410
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TOWN WARRANT
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Gilford in the County of
Belknap in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Gilford Middle High
School in said Gilford, on Tuesday, the Uth of March, 1997 at eight of
the clock in the forenoon (polls open from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.) to act
upon the following articles appearing on the official town ballot; and on
Wednesday, the 12th of March 1997 at 7:00 p.m. for the second session
to act upon the remainder of the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose the necessary Town Officers for the following
year.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to approve an amendment to
the Town's Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map and Historic District
Regulations, as follows:
Amendment #1. Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment #1 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town's Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
"Delete the existing sign ordinance (Article #8) and, in its place,
insert a new Article #8 containing a comprehensive scheme of sign
regulations; also, amend Article #3 (Definitions) by deleting the existing
definitions of the terms "buildings " and "sign " and in their place insert
new definitions o/those terms and add definitions for the terms "building
front," "director," "person," "banner," "non-conforming use, lot or
structure, protected," and "fuel station."
Amendment #2. Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment #2 as
proposed by the Board of Selectmen for the Town's Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
"To prohibit gambling in the Town of Gilford with the exception of
activities conducted by the State of New Hampshire or charitable
organizations." (The Planning Board approves the adoption of this
article.)
Amendment #3. Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment #3 as
proposed by petition for the Town's Zoning Ordinance as follows:
"To see if the Town of Gilford should amend its official zoning map
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by converting a certain part of the Limited Residential (LR) to Resort
Commercial (RC) District which area is located between Cherry Valley
Road (Rte. 11 A) and Area Road and the Belknap County Recreation
Area (Gunstock Ski Area) and encompass the following parcels
identified on the Gilford Tax Map:
1. Map 254 lots #92, #93, #94, #95, #132, #133, #135 «fe #136.
This amendment to the Official Zoning Map of Gilford, should be
amended because lot 95 is commercial and lots 92, 94 & 132 are
business enterprises. Leaving lots 94, 133 and 135 & 136 that are not."
(By petition) (Recommended by the Planning Board.)
ARTICLE 3. "Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property
tax in the town of Gilford, based on assessed value, for qualified
taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years,
$30,000; for a person 75 years up to 80 years, $45,000; for a person 80
years of age or older $60,000. To qualify, the person must have been a
New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's
spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the
taxpayer must have a net income of not more than $18,500 or, if
married, a combined net income of less than $26,500 and own assets not
in excess of $90,000 excluding the value of the person's residence."
SECOND SESSION
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $200,000 for the purpose of preparing plans and specifications,
securing easements and for the construction of the Cherry Valley
Condominiums Interceptor Sewer that will qualify the Town for federal
and state funds, such sum to be repaid by an annual Betterment
Assessment Charge to owners of properties improved by said collector
sewer, to be raised by the issuance of bonds or notes, and to authorize
the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the terms and conditions, in compliance with the provisions of
Municipal Finance Act, and to authorize the Selectmen to implement a
Betterment Assessment Charge as shall be in the best interest of the
Town, in addition to participation in the State Revolving Fund (SRF)
RSA 486:14 established for this purpose, and to allow the Selectmen to
expend such monies as become available from the federal and state
governments and pass any vote relating thereto. (Requires 2/3 vote and
written ballot, polls to remain open at least 1 hour after discussion has
ended.) (Recommended by Selectmen and Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will repeal Article 16 created and
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proposed by through the Selectmen and their selected staff and approved
at the Town meeting March 1994.
Article 16 should be repealed and the Town of Gilford reinstate the
State RSA 80:80 I - Transfer of Tax Lien . "No transfer of an tax lien
upon real estate acquired by a town or city as a result of the execution of
the real estate tax lien by the tax collector for nonpayment of taxes
thereon shall be made to any person by the municipality during the 2-
year period allowed for redemption, nor shall title to any real estate
taken by a town or city in default of redemption be conveyed to any
person unless the town, by majority vote at the annual meeting, or city
council by vote, shall authorize the selectmen or the mayor to transfer
such lien or to convey such property by deed." (By petition of Joseph F.
Hoffman and others.)
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to have the members of the
Planning Board, Zoning Board and Conservation Commission members
be elected by ballot as prescribed by law (RSA 669:17 V) rather than
appointed by the Board of Selectmen. We request this article be voted
on by secret ballot, (By petition of Joseph F. Hoffman and others.)
ARTICLE 7. Term Limits - All elected officials of the Town shall not
serve more than two consecutive terms (6 years). This shall apply to
incumbents at time of passage. We request this article be voted on by
secret ballot. (By petition of Joseph Hoffman and others.)
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote that no Law Firm and/or
their associates be contracted as Town Council for more than two (2)
years; for every ten (10) year increment. (By petition of Joseph Hoffman
and others.)
ARTICLE 9. That the Town produce Cole-Layer-Trumble's [CLT]
(Appraisal Firm) readable printout of final figures turned over to the
Town on October 21, 1993. (By petition of Joseph Hoffman and others.)
ARTICLE 10. Town of Gilford Code of Ethics
STATEMENT OF POLICY
1. Public employment and public service are public trusts. It is the policy
of the Town of Gilford to promote and balance the objective of
protecting government integrity and the objective of facilitating the
recruitment and retention of personnel needed by prescribing essential
standards of ethical conduct without creating unnecessary obstacles to
entering public service either as an elected official, employee or
appointed member of any board, committee or commission.
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2. Town of Gilford Board of Selectmen acknowledges that public
confidence in and respect for all public employees and officials is
fostered and maintained through the fair, impartial and equal treatment
under the law for each citizen, and through the avoidance by public
officials and employees of real or perceived conflicts between their
personal interests and those of the public.
3. Therefore, to achieve the purposes of this Article all Town employees
and officials shall conduct themselves in accordance with the ethical
standards prescribed in this Article.
DEFINITIONS
a) Town Body. Any office, department, commission, committee,
authority, agency or board of the Town of Gilford.
b) Employee. Any person in the regular employ of the Town, whether
full-time or part-time.
c) Financial Interest. Any financial monetary, economic,
commercial, or property privilege, profit, gain or advantage, retained or
to be received by any official or employee, or any member of the
employee's or official's immediate family. The interest that all Town
taxpayers share in honest and prudent conduct of Town business shall
not, by itself, be considered a "financial interest" for purposes of this
Article.
d) Immediate Family. All persons residing in the same household
with any official or employee, including spouses or dependents of the
official or employee, whether or not they reside in the same household
with the official or employee.
e) Official. Any person elected or appointed to service on any Town
body, whether paid or unpaid. The Town Administrator and all
department heads are "officials" for purposes of this Article.
f) Personal Interest. Any privilege, profit, gain or advantage, other
than a financial interest, retained or to be received by any by any
official or employee, or any member of the employee's or official's
immediate family. The interest that all Town taxpayers share in honest
and prudent conduct of Town business shall not, by itself, be considered
a "personal interest" for purpose of this Article.
g) Procurement. A decision to purchase goods or services on behalf
of the Town, or the decision to enter into a contract for any such
purchase. The term "procurement" shall include negotiations, the bid
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process, and any other discussions, or processes that in the context will
materially affect either the value of a purchase or contract for purchase
or the identify of the vendor,
4. Official Decision or Action. An official or employee, involvement
through decisions, approvals, disapproval's, recom-mendations,
preparation of any part of any purchase request, or information or data
for any public decision, any specification or procurement standard,
rendering official advice, investigation, audit or any other decision or
vote of any by any official or employee on behalf of the Town.
5. Confidential Information. Any legal, contractual, personal, or
propriety information that is available to an employee or an official
ONLY because of the employee's or official's status with the Town
and is not a matter of public record, and further, such information as is
protected by the New Hampshire Right-to-Know Law and or other state
or federal right-to-privacy statutes.
6. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST PROHIBITED
a) No official or employee shall participate, IN ANY MANNER, in
any procurement, decision or action when the person knows that:
b) the person or any members of the person's immediate family has a
personal or financial interest pertaining to the procurement, decision or
action;
c) a party whose financial interest will be affected by the procurement,
decision or action is a business in which the person or any member of
the person's immediate family has a present or prospective persona; or
financial interest, including employment;
d) a party whose financial interest will be affected by the procurement,
decision or action is an organization in which the person or any member
of the person's immediate family is a member.
7. DISCLOSURE AND DISOUALIFICATION
a. Upon discovery of an actual or perceived conflict of interest, an
official or employee shall immediately withdraw from discussions or
participation in any procurement, decision or action that represents the
actual or perceived conflict. Employees, including department heads,
shall immediately notify the town manager of the conflict. Elected and
appointed officials shall immediately give notice to the chair of the
appropriate town body describing the conflict.
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8. INCOMPATIBLE OFFICES
a) No official or employee shall hold two positions or offices if one
position or office reviews or supervises the work of the other.
9. REPRESENTATION OF PRIVATE PERSONS
a) No official or employee shall represent any other person before any
town body on which the official or employee is sitting as a permanent or
alternate member.
10. GIFTS AND FAVORS
a) No official or employee shall accept any gift, favor, contingent fee or
any other benefit or reward, whether in the form of money, things,
loans, promises, rights, travel, entertainment, hospitality or property
from any vendor, party or source while serving the Town of Gilford,
if in the circumstances it is reasonable to infer or conclude that the gift
was intended to influence the performance of an official duty, or was
intended to serve as a reward for any procurement, decision or action on
the recipient's part.
11. This general rule shall not prohibit the acceptance of:
a) Any discounts provided to all town employees and/or officials
and authorized by town administrator;
b) Unsolicited advertising or promotional materials of nominal intrinsic
value such as pens or calendars;
c) Unsolicited consumable items donated to an entire work group
during holidays and consumed on the premises;
d) Election contributions or other gifts given to present or prospective
elected officials in accordance with applicable state and federal election
laws;
e) It shall be a violation of this Article to solicit or request election
contributions in return for a promise of continued or future public
employment, a procurement, the award of a town contract, appointment
to any town office, or any other thing or expectation of personal or
economic value.
12. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
a) No public official or employee shall knowingly use confidential
information, obtained in his or her 'capacity' as an official or employee
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unless and until the particular official or employee authorizes the release
of such information. No public official or employee shall knowingly
use confidential information, obtained in his or her capacity as an
employee or official, to promote or satisfy the personal or financial
interest of any person.
13. NEPOTISM
a) No official or employee shall supervise, evaluate, or vote to appoint
any person in his or her immediate family to any public position, except
for election officials who are paid no more than $1,000. per annum.
14. VOTING
A) No official or employee shall appoint or vote on the appointment of
a member of his or her immediate family or any person with whom he or
she has a personal or financial interest.
b) No official or employee shall vote on any matter in which he or she
has a personal or financial interest.
15. Remedies
a) New Hampshire statutes, state the penalties for violations of this
Article.
b) Supplemental remedies may be warranted for violations of the
Article and may include any one or more of the following;
1. for employees;
2. Oral or written warnings of reprimands,
3. Suspension with or without pay,
4. Termination of employment.
5. For appointed and elected officials;
6. Removal from office.
c) The town shall retain the right to recover the financial value of
anything received by any official, employee, planning board member,
zoning board of adjustment member, committee, or the Director and
Associates of the law firm of the town selectmen, including spouses or
dependents immediate family violations of this article.
This Warrant Article shall take effect upon its passage. (By petition of
Joseph Hoffman and others.)
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ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to establish a limitation of
taxes (the total of town, school and county) levied and collected of no
more than 2.5% on assessed valuation. (By petition of William Dowling
and others.)
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $ 1,786,326 for the following General Government expenses:
Account Recommended
No. Purpose Approp.
109.00 & Executive Expenses (Selectmen, Town
110.00 Officers' & Budget Comm. Expenses) $ 270,199
246.00 Election, Registration & Vital Stats 1 4 1 ,25
1
123.72 Financial Administration 85,500
110.00 Appraisal Expenses 78,340
123.60 Legal Expenses 50,000
123.24 Personnel Administration 684,526
743.00 Planning & Zoning (includes L.R.RC.) 147,974
840.00 General Government Buildings (includes 181,536
Island Support & DPW Remediation)
141.07 Cemeteries 3,500
123.14 Insurance 143,500
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $ 1,410,685 for the following Public Safety expenses:
Account Recommended
No. Purpose Approp.
304.00 General Operations - Police $ 812,709
412.01 General Operations - Ambulance Service 43,359
401 .01 General Operations - Fire 520,730
141.41 Civil Defense 300
141.45 Youth Services Bureau 32,728
141.47 New Hampshire Humane Society 859
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate







860.01 Solid Waste Management
933.01 Sewer Department










Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $ 86,582 for the following Health & Welfare expenses:
Account Recommended
No. Purpose Approp.
141.53 Lakes Region General Hospital $ 3,995
141 .5
1
Lakes Region Community Health & Hospice 17,775
14 1 .65 New Beginnings 1 ,080
141.49 Community Action Program 3,532
141.57 Lakes Region Family Services 3,500
134.07 General Assistance 55,500
141.67 American Red Cross 1,200
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $ 271,299 for the following Culture & Recreation expenses:
Account Recommended
No. Purpose Approp.
502.00 Parks & Recreation $115,358
523.00 Skating Rink 8,215
623.00 Library 139,316
545.00 Patriotic Purposes 6,150
752.20 Conservation Commission 1,710
755.40 Historic District Commission 550
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the





123.49 Principal - Long-term Bonds $ 275,000
123.50 Interest - Long-term Bonds 178,616
123.52 Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes 50,000
123.53 Principal - Winnipesaukee River Basin 5,045
141.61 Laconia Airport Authority 1
123.66 Capital Reserve - Fire Equipment 30,000
123.67 Capital Reserve - Highway Equipment 10,000
123.68 Capital Reserve - Tennis Courts 25,000
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $ 309,468 for the following Capital Purchases:
Account Recommended
No. Purpose Approp.
830.80 Capital Equipment - Highway $ 57,200
401.33 Capital Improvements - Fire 16,270
304.33 Capital Improvements - Police 56,000
109.00 Capital Equipment - Selectmen 37,500
830.84 Highway Reconstruction 142,498
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $30,000 for the purpose of laying out, preparing plans and
specifications and for the construction of the Lockes Hill Trailer Park
right-of-way, such sum to be repaid by an annual Betterment Assessment
Charge to owners of properties improved by said right-of-way, and to
authorize the Selectmen to implement a Betterment Assessment Charge
as shall be in the best interest of the Town.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$5,000 to support the Winnipesaukee Skating Club, a non-profit
organization, in its efforts to construct an ice arena in Laconia to provide
recreational opportunities for Lakes Region families, with said
appropriation authorized pursuant to RSA 3 1 :4. (By Petition of Suzanne
Rock and others.) (Recommended by Selectmen; Not Recommended by
Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to transfer $25,000 from the
Rowe House Special Revenue Fund as created at the 1992 Annual
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Meeting for the purpose of reimbursing the General Fund for a portion
of the $49,000 raised at the 1996 Annual Meeting for improvements to
the Rowe House.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown on a subdivision
plat approved by the Planning Board, site plan or street plat made and
adopted by the Planning Board, provided that such street has been
constructed to applicable Town specifications as determined by the
Board of Selectmen or its agent. Such authorization shall remain in
effect until rescinded by a vote of town meeting.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to deed the following property for payment of all past due property
taxes, as well as those taxes that would have been assessed if the
property had not been tax deeded to the Town, plus interest, costs and
other expenses:
Lot #224-046.048 to Robert Dufour.
Lot #224-046.018 to Robert Dufour.
ARTICLE 24. To see of the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of
RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of
personal property, other than money, which may be offered to the library
for any public purpose, and such authorization shall remain in effect
until rescinded by a vote of town meeting, provided, however, that no
acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall be deemed
to bind the town or the library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend
public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of
such personal property.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen
to grant an easement to Meadowbrook Farm, from Kimball Road over
land owned by the town, on terms and conditions to be determined by
the selectmen. This easement is for the purpose of providing a second
access to Meadowbrook Farm land and will be granted in consideration
of Meadowbrook Farm relinquishing another right of access that it owns
across airport land.
Given under our hands and seal this 12th day of February in the year
of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-Seven.
Russell R. Dumais, Chairman
Philip D. LaBonte
Phillippe A. Arel
SELECTMEN OF GILFORD, N.H.
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We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants of the Town of
Gilford to meet for the 1997 Town Meeting at the time and place
indicated in this Warrant, by posting an attested copy of this document
on February 13, 1997, at the Gilford Middle High School, the place of
meeting, and at the Town Hall, Gilford Public Library and Department
of Public Works.
Russell R. Dumais, Chairman
Philip D. LaBonte
Phillippe A. Arel
Subscribed and sworn to this 12th day of February 1997.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
Mi
«f SaSphng SI. P.O.BCX 1 122
Cbncsnt NH 03302-1 122
fi03) 271-3397
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
OF
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
GILFORD
N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1997 to December 31, 1997 c
for fiscal Year From to
MPORTAKT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means t
operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the tov
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above,
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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Year 1997 Budget of the Town of GILFORD MS-
Acct.
No.








TAXES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3120 Land Use Change Taxes 2,500 2,500
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes 2,500 22,763 2,500
1 3186 Payaent in Lieu of Taxes 10,400 6,654 10,400
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest I Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 180,000 232,059 165,000
Inventory Penalties
LICBISE5,PERIMTS C FEES idbaiacxxsa^ }6bb£X3^:^ex xkkxxxxittxx
. 3210 Business Licenses S Persits 12,500 23,454 12,500
3220 Motor Vehicle Perait Fees 650,000 789,269 700,000
3230 Building Peraits
3290 Other Li censes, Peraits i Fees 27,500 27,838 27.500
3311-J319 FIKM FEDERAL eOVERfMBfT
F1KW STATE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx XJCX±XXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 80,000 80,000 80,000
3352 Heals t Rooas Tax Distribution
3353 Highway Block Grant 131,000 130,325 142,498
3354 Water Pollution Grant 35,000 33,401 32,000
3355 Housing g Comaunity Development
3356 State S Federal Forest Land Reinburseaent 1,050 1,509 1,509
3357 Flood Control Reinburseaent
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax)
3379 FROM OTHER eOVERMierTS
OMREES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxatx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3401-3406 Incoae froa Departaents 232,370 233,754 218,745
5409 Other Charges 140,000 iiO,OC-) UO.ODD
'
HISCELLANEOUS REVBUES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Hunicipal Property 20,000 137,722 15,000
3502 Interest on Investaents 50,000 124,332 50,000
3503-3509 Other 69,916 3,000
IMTERFUND OPERATING TKANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3912 Special Bfvenue Funds
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3912 Special Revenue Funds
Acct.
No.








3913 Capital Projects Fund
3914 Enterprise Fund
Sewer - (Offset) 361,354 355.652 355.652
Water - (Offset}
Electric - (Offset)
3915 Capital Reserve Fund 324,040 335,455
3916 Trust i Agency Funds
0111ER FINANCING SOURCES MsBcxxxxxXXXX3GKXX3? xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc.froa Long Tern Bonds S Notes 200,000
ABounts Voted Froa "Surplus" •xxg:xxxxxx 252,000
"Surplus" Used in Prior Year to Reduce Taxes XyCKXXXXXK 449,960 XXXKXXXXXX.
TOTAL REVENUES 2,275,964 3,446,063 2,198,795
BUDGET SUMMART SELECTMEN BUDGET COMMITTEE
StEfTDTAL 1 Recctnded (froa page 4) 6,148,598 6,144,929
SUBTOTAL 2 'Individual' warrant
articles (froa page 4)
SUBTOTAL 3 Special warrant articles
as defined b/ law (froa page 4) 235,000 230,000
TOTAL Appropriations Recoaaended 6,383,598 6,374,929
Less: Aaount of Estiaated Revenues
(Exclusive of Property
Taxes) (froa above) 2,198,795 2,198,795
Aaoiait of Taxes To Be Raised 4,184,803 4,176,134
iELP! We ask your assistance in the following: If you have a line item
appropriations from more than one warrant article, please use the space below
Identify the make-up of the line total for the ensuing year.







The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Gilford in the
County of Belknap and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon
District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Gilford Middle High School in
said district on Tuesday, the Eleventh day of March, 1997, at eight
o'clock in the forenoon to vote for the District Officers:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers
at the annual Town Meeting is authorized by statute (RSA 297:A) and
adopted by the District.
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40: 1 3 to allow official ballot
voting on all issues before the School District? (BY PETITION)















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District of Gilford in the County of
Belknap, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote on District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE GILFORD
MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON WEDNESDAY,
THE NINETEENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1997, AT 7:00 O'CLOCK IN
THE EVENING, TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
ARTICLE I. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and truant officer, and fix the compensation
of any other officers or agents of the district as
follows:
School District Treasurer: $ 1 ,600.00
School Board Chairperson: $ 600.00
School Board Representative: $ 400.00
School District Moderator: $ 20.00
School District Clerk: $ 20.00
(Budget Committee recommends) (School Board
recommends)
ARTICLE II. To hear the report of the Agents, Auditors, and
Committees, and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE III. To choose Committees in relation to any subject
embraced in the warrant.
ARTICLE IV. To see if the Gilford School District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $10,356,731 for the
support of schools, for salaries of school district
officers and agents, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the district. (School Board
recommends) (Budget Committee recommends)
ARTICLE V. To see if the Gilford School District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-five
Thousand Dollars ($75,000) for the purpose of
funding technology purchases as presented in the
district technology plan. (School Board
recommends) (Budget Committee recommends)
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ARTICLE VI. To see if the Gilford School District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty-two
Thousand Dollars ($52,000) for the purpose of
funding telecommunication purchases for Gilford
Elementary School and Gilford Middle High
School. (School Board recommends) (Budget
Committee does not recommend)
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE VIII.
To see if the district will vote to create a cooperative
school district planning committee with the
Gilmanton School District. The committee shall
include three qualified voters of tbe Town of
Gilford of whom at least one shall be a member of
the Gilford School Board, the membership to be
appointed by the district moderator, said committee
to operate in accordance with the provisions of RSA
195:18 1(a).
To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting. Given under our hands















BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
1997-98
Section School Budget Comm.
Purpose of Appropriation Approved Board's Recommended
1996-97 1997-98 1997-98
Instruction
Regular Programs 5,266,073 5,275,683.61 5,223,683.61
Special Programs 755,812 868,254.85 868,254.85
Vocational Programs 22,000 22,000.00 22,000.00
Other Instruct. Programs 251,241 220,309.00 220,309.00
Support Services
Attend. & Social Work 2 2.00 2.00
Guidance 254,225 245,344.72 245,344.72
Health 90,499 115,553.88 115,553.88
Psychological 44,300 45,750.00 45,750.00
Speech Path. & Audiology 52,421 60,311.54 60,311.54
Improvement of Instruction 45,500 52,556.22 52,556.22
Educational Media 145,658 217,583.08 217,583.08
Other Inst. Staff Serv. 550 550.00 550.00
School Board 33,877 38,901.00 38,901.00
SAU Management Serv. 213,426 255,240.00 255,240.00
School Administration 660,807 788,854.60 788,854.60
Operation & Maintenance
Of Plant 917,937 1,106,193.50 1,106,193.50










Principal 290,000 285,000.00 285,000.00
Interest 102,050 83,363.00 83,363.00
To Federal Projects Fund 115,000 115,000.00 115,000.00
To Food Service 315,000 315,000.00 315,000.00
Deli cit Appropriations




Section 11 1996-97 1997-98 1997-98
Revenues & Credits Revised School Board''s Budget




School Building Aid 87,622:00 87,622.00 87,622.00
Area Vocational School 1,887.00 2,100.00 2,100.00
Driver Education 22,463.00 21,000.00 21,000.00
Catastrophic Aid 34,149.00 34,149.00 34,149.00
Child Nutrition Program 310,000.00 315,000.00 315,000.00
Handicapped Program 115,000.00 115,000.00 115,000.00
Sale of Bonds or Notes
Tuition 1,053,906.00 1,237,785.00 1,237,785.00
Earnings on Investments 5,781.00 4,800.00 4,800.00
Pupil Activities 17,427.00 18,000.00 18,000.00
Other Earnings 65,071.00 65,000.00 65,000.00
Total School Revenues
& Credits 1,713,306.00 1,900,456.00 1,900,456.00
District Assessment 10,103,504.00 10,483,731.00 10,431,731.00
Total Revenues & District
Assessment 8,390,298.00 8,583,275.00 8,531,275.00
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